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Nixon Orders Open-Ended
Bombing Halt In Effort
To Speed Negotiations
SAIGON I AP) — President strikes around the North
Nixon has ordered another Vietnamese capital at least unopen-ended bombing halt in ef- til midnight Friday. The broadferty,to induce Hanoi into fur- cast claimed another B52
ther peace negotiations, Ameri- bomber was shot down just becan officials said today. They fore midnight and said an Air
did not disclose when the halt Force Phantom was downed
over Vinh Phu, northwest of
%could take effect.
Tlk *strongest speculation in Hanoi. It did not mention the
Saigon was that the U.S. Com- fate of the crewmen.
The United States has acmand already had halted the
bombing above the 20th paral- knowledged the loss of 27 airlel, which would include the craft and 93 airmen killed, capHanoi-Haiphong area, or sharp- tured or missing since the aely reduced it sometime today in rial bombardment of North
what could be more than just Vietnam's heartland began
the traditional brief New Dec. 18.
The United States observed a
Year's cessation.
The U.S. Command said it 36-hour cessation over North
had no comment on the specu- Vietnam and a 24-hour halt
lation. But a U.S. communique over South Vietnam for the
showed that tactical fighter- Christmas holiday.
But the U.S. Command did
bomber strikes reported in
24
the
acknowledge the Christmas
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not
m
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hours ending at 8 a.m. today halt until after the bombing
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observers as a sign that less
strikes were flown over North failed to get a signal from
Hanoi that it was ready to work
Vietnam.
The South Vietnamese foreign out what the United States conministry has announced a 24- siders a reasonable peace
hour New Year's cease-fire be- agreement.
The stumbling block appears
ginning at 6 p.m. Saigon time
Sunday. The Viet Cong also to be Hanoi's refusal to meet
have declared a 24-hour cease- U.S. and Saigon demands that
fire, scheduled to start five it agree in principle to recognize Vietnam as two separate
hours before Saigon's.
would
nd
states.
Comma
U.S.
The
Sources said the President
say only that air operations
continued against North Viet- did not yet want to announce
nam during the 24-hour period publicly the latest planned
ending at 8 a.m. Saigon time bombing halt because he wanted to keep open his options to
today-7 p.m. EST Friday.
rer,
shorten, extend or cancel it on
howeve
Hanoi,
Radio
ported there were American air an hour-to-hour basis.
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Facts and Opinion
A panel discussion at Roanoke College iteeently
brought forth the opinion that "Newsmen, even
today, are getting too hung up on this myth of objectivity. I think too much emphasis is put on facts.
Some of the youngsters, fresh out of journalism
school and anxious to save the world day before
yesterday, are a little overimpressed by the obvious: Complete objectivity is impossilje, But a
little experience soon produces resped for a
sometimes stubborn item: a fact.
This newspaper will continue to separate the
editorial page from the rest of the paper and plainly
mark as "interpretive" or "analysis- those articles
in the news column which seek to explain. Samuel
Johnson put the case well a long time ago, saying:
"When speculation has done its worst, two and two
still make.Vur."—Roanoke (Va.) Times.

Ten Years Ago Today
=DOES a MUSS FLUB

Charlie F. Hale, age 69, died today at the Murray
Hospital. He was a Shell dealer and jobber in
Murray for thirty years.
New officers of Murray Lodge No. 105 F. & A.M.
recently elected were John H. Perkins, Jimmy
Herndon, Guthrie B. Churchill, and Buel E. Stalls.
Calloway County High Lakers beat Hickman
County 55 to 37 to become champions of the Calloway
. County High School Invitational Tournament. Larry
Watson hit for 14 points to be Calloway's high scorer
; while Larry Riley and Sammy Housden each got 11
points.
The New Year's Eve midnight show at the Capitol
: Theatre will be "Carry On Teacher."

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGES a TIMM DILI

Mrs. Elzie Garland, age 49, died this morning at
the Murray Hospital after an illness of two weeks.
, "We have seen a lot of proud grandparents and
Novel McReynolds is one of the proudest," from the
• column, "Seen Si Heard Around Murray."
'y The Murray State College Racers won over St.
Joseph of Philadelphia 76 to 63 in a basketball game
there. Beshear got 24 while Crittenden and Thweatt
each got 14 points.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Grey Ieugua of Sikeston, Mo.,
are the parents of a baby boy born December 22.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Fugua and
Mrs. Lonie Eldridge, all of Murray.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGES a TL11118

After seventeen years at the corner at 4th and
Main, Graham & Jackson will move their men's
clothing store January Ito the former location of D.
• Cury's between Wallis Drug and Dale and Stubblefield.
The Murray Bakery, operated by Mr. and Mrs. J.
;B. Farris, closed its doors last week after six years
i•.• in business due to all its employees being called into
E the Armed Services.
t. Miss Mayrell Johnson has received her appointment to enter Officers' Training School in the
Women's Reserve, U. S. Navy. She has been a
'- member of the faculty of the social sciences
:7 department at Murray State College.
L. J. Hortin, head of the Public Relations
:7 Department, Murray State College, wasiWarded an
honorary degree by the Murray Training School
FFA chapter at the Father and Son Banquet.
The County Spelling Bee will be held January 23 in
the Calloway County Court room, according to Leon
Grogan who is in charge. Mrs. George Hart will
f. pronounce the words.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only
shalt thou serve.—Luke 4:8.
God alone is worthy of our worship. We degrade
ourselves by worshipping any other being or thing
except Him.

Isn't It The Truth!
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Disarmament of Europe worth
predicted years of negotiation
DISPROPORTIONATE
THE
share of the burden of European defense borne by the United States has
been a legitimate target of anti-administration criticism in recent
years.
But the resistance of President
Nixon and his advisers to congressional efforts to force a unilateral
cut in U.S. troop strologth in West
Europe is equally justified.
And it is not at all certain that
talks between North Atlantic Treaty
Organization allies and the Soviet
Union and its satellites will resolve
the issue.
The United States maintains
300,000 troops in Western Europe,
most of them in West Germany. Iti
addition to the drain on the military
defense budget, the concentration of
Americans and their dependents
contributes to the balance-of-payments deficit and the erosion of the
U.S. dollar.
RUSSIA, similarly, has 310,000
men stationed in East Germany,
Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary — a stalemate lingering on since
World War II.
Withdrawal of American forces
would increase the threat of Communist expansion to other European
nations. It would distress our friends
in NATO who profess inability to finance their own defense.
Ideally, it would seem, a bilateral
pullback from Europe would be
beneficial to both the Soviet Union
and the United States, neither of
which relishes the constant drain on
security funds.

But a mutual and balanced reduction of armed forces, an idea advanced half a dozen years ago has
stirred little enthusiasm among military strategists.

The American fighting men, they
point out, would be pulled back
across the Atlantic Ocean. Russia's
forces would be shifted merely
across the nearby Soviet borders,
available to hasty recall.
NEGOTIATIONS, now slated to
begin Jan. 31, will deal with not only
troop reductions, but the total security and cooperation of all Europe.
The matter of force reduction
alone supports the concession by
U.S. diplomats that it may be years
before agreement can be reached.
Still, the conference route is a
more acceptable approach to restoring military stability to Europe than
a hasty, unconsidered retreat by the
United States.
The European nations have demonstrated their ability to correct
their economic and trade deficiencies through the Common Market.
They have reiterated their dependence on American strength and
friendship to preserve political independence.
The U.S. determination for a
world at peace is the U.S. stake in
Europe's future. Desirable as a U.S.
military withdrawal may be, it must
not be allowed to tilt the scale of defensive balance as unilateral action
would do.
EVEN IF they do take years, the
proposed talks are the most promising road to a less volatile world.

Warner Characters
Entertain Passengers

SAN FRANCISCO(AP) — An
airline passenger, sitting blankBy Wendell P. Butler
faced and bored between
Ciiiiuiiissioner of Agriculture
As we come to the end of flights, turns suddenly to stare
another calendar year and look into the smiling face of a tall
rabbit
chomping
toward the start of a new one, it carrot
is traditional for each of us to towering above him.
"Eh, what's up, doc?" the
reflect upan the year past arid
rabbit asked.
plan for the one ahead.
"1,4ok, there's Bugs Bunny!"
For nie, and many other
a
little boy nearby yells.
December
elected officials,
Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck and
marks the end of our first year
in office of the current term. I Yosemite Saul have just decan truly say that from the planed front a Pacific Southstandpoint of working with, and west Airlines flight. Instantly,
for the people of Kentucky, the the boarding lounge is merry
past year has been an enjoyable bedlam.
Yosemite Sam holds up a
one.
Here in the Kentucky grinning grandmother with his
cannon.
Another
Department of Agriculture the mock
past year has seen considerable youngster tugs at Bugs Bunny's
emphasis placed upon study cotton tail.
This is the kind of scene that
and evaluation. Some changes
were made as a result of this can be found at San Francisco
evaluation, and othes may be International Airport almost
made later.. However, the any day—and which an enterevaluation is a self,eontinuing prising young man hopes will
process, which to me, is im- soon be a common sight at airportant—otherwise it becomes ports everywhere.
The characters, hired by PSA
easy to slide back into former
to 'entertain its passengers, are
channels of operation.
The objective ,of our the brainchildren of Bob Claus,
evaluation efforts was to president of Cartoon Characstrengthen the service and ters, Inc., of San Jose, Calif.
leadership of the Department. He rents his cast of 13 Warner
To be effective, programs must Brothers cartoon characters to
be responsive to the needs of the airlines, claiming they relieve
boredom arkLinervousness of
people.
I would like to say here that, airport waits and "unwrap
the Department has esjoyed people from all their probtremendous cooperation and lems."
'Isn't it beautiful?" Claus
support froni weekly and daily
newspapers throughout the asked, surveying the panstate. Particularly, we feel that demonium in the lounge. "Hapthese weekly columns have piness is dying at a very rapid
provided us with a voice pace. We want to get people
through which we can inform smiling again."
Claus, 26, also said he is hapthe people about serviceS of the
py with the in-flight 'antics of
Department.
In addition, these weekly the cartoon characters.
columns have proVilied us, an
avenue through which we could
communicate on behalf of the
state's basic industry. Being
our basic industry, agriculture
needs to have its story told to
the non-agricultural public on a
regular basis. As the number of
full-time farmers declines, it
becomes all the more important
that those remaining in farming
have support from the outside
industry.

He said he struck upon the
idea while sitting depressed one
day--at the San Jose Airport,
wondering why nobody smiled.
Since their first PSA flight
Dec. 15, Claus said the comic
figures have logged more than
20,000 miles.
The chcacters are played by
uneniployeiltoctors, actresses,
(h•ailla stu elits and just plain
hams.
-We're all crazy," said Cathy
McIntosh, 22, an ex-television
model who plays Daffy. Duck.
"It's so much fun to light up
grumpy faces."
Claus, a former airport baggage handler, said he sold the
idea to PSA by 'sending a man
dressed as Bugs Bunny to the
airline's executive offices.
PSA President J. Boyd Andrews "didn't believe it at
first," Claus said, "but he
signed a one-month contract
with an option to renew."
Dwane Wittmayer, PSA vice
president of sales, said the cartoon characters are in keeping
with the airline's motto of "putting the fun back into flying."
PSA also dresses its stewardesses in miniskirts and has conducted various inflight contests
for passengers, awarding free
dinners and vacations as
prizes.
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Will be OPEN NEW YEAR'S DAY,
anuary 1, 1973, from 12:00 til 6 P.m
We will be CLOSED ALL DAY
TUESDAY, January 2, for Inventory.

Hospital Report
December 27, 1972

100%
WOOL

ADULTS 95
Nursery 8

Big K Reg.
97'

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Diana Dee Myers and
Baby Girl, 301 Glenn Rd.,
Paducah, Mrs. Regina Ann
Kelliher and Baby Boy, 1803
Monroe, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patricia Wilson Seiber, 910
Pogue, Murray, Mrs. Hazel
Louise Lee, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Charles Edward Jones, 1713
Ryan, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
Ann Futrell, 501 N. 7th, Murray,
Mrs. Thelma Rogers and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Hickory, Mrs. Mary
Morton and Baby Boy, Rt. 54
Benton, Mrs. Martha Ann'
Fiske, Rt. 3, Benton, Fifths
Garrett Puckett, Rt. 2, Hazel.
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Starts TOMORROW!
HE GREATEST FIGHTING MACHINE THE WEST HAS EVER KNOW

Five Trees Per Person To Be Planted n 1973
During 1973, almost a billion
small trees, or five for every
American will be planted in the
nation's forests, according to
American Forest Institute.
The gigantic planting replaces
trees that have been harvested
or lost to fire, insects or disease.
OR LOST TO FIRE, INSECTS
OR DISEASE.
More than 1.3 million acres
are expected to be planted this
fall and next spring, according
to AFI estimates. Over 200,000
additional acres are expected to

Heavy Taxes
PHOENIX, Ariz. f API — The
tax burden in Arizona is too
heavy to beat—literally.
A spokesman for the Arizona
Tax Commission said Thursday
the jacks collapsed Wednesday
under a large van which had
been loaded with more than
500,000 state income tax forms.
It took two oversized wreckers to lift the over-taxed forward end of the van high
enough to allow a large tractortruck to hook up to it, the
spokesman said.
The tax forms represented
about 90 per cent of the 602,000
the state has prepared for 1972.

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Way back about three generations ago, when
women were women and women were glad of it, a
curious and wobbly appendage called a bustle was
employed by adult females to accentuate the
positive. Today, the bustle-area is generally kept
under tighter control and, it can be noted, is much
more attractive because it is so much more positive.
"No woman can look as well out
of the fashion as in it."
Utah's state mAto is,
"Industry."
—Mark Twain

be aerially seeded by helicopter
as well, with applications
ranging from 10,000 to 30,000
seeds per acre, depending on
tree species.
Even this huge reforestation
total is dwarfed by nature's own
continuous natural replanting
via seedfall scattered on the
winds. AFI said the big planting
effort is carried on mainly
because foresters are too impatient to Wait for nature's
leisurely pace in getting trees
back into the ground again on
‘aluabh. timber-growing land.
AFI said every man, woman
and child in the United States
will have used up a tree by the
end of this year— a fairly big
tree, about 100 feet tall and 16
inches in diameter and yielding
about a ton of wood. That is the
current annual U.S. per capita
share of wood fiber that goes
into tissues, newspapers, school
books, furniture, houses, food
packages and thousands of
other products.
In pulp and paper alone,
according to AFI,each citizen is
currently using 570 pounds a
year, 10 times the amount of
individual wood use in 1900.
The tree-planting effort is
helping 'maintain the nation's
forest base of 759 million
acres—a forest area still 75
percent as great as when

Columbus landed. AFI said the forestry practices such as the
balance between growth and current treeplanting effort will
removal is "in the black" on have to be continued and exthese lands, with growth ex- panded to assure maintaining.
present one-tree-per
ceeding harvest and natural the
losses combined by a sub- American annual harvest level.
AFI pointed out that governstantial volume.
-The Institute added, however, :pent and industry tree planters
that about a third of that forest are committed to long term
land base-248 million acres— projections. Trees being put
is set aside in parks, wilderness into the gorund will be harand other restricted areas or is vested in years 2000 to 2037 to
Americans
with
not suited for growing com- provide
and .-j4 other
mercial timber. As the housing
population grows, intensive requiren ients.
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Amidst a setting of autumn
leaves and glowing candlelight
Miss Teri Lesa Parker became
• the bride of Second Lt. James
Joseph Bryant. Rev. Charles
Moffett
performed
the
ceremony at four o'clock in the
afternoon at the
First
Presbyterian Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Parker,
North 19th Street, Murray, and
the groom is the son'of Mrs.
Pauline G. Bryant of Murray
and Colonel John T. Bryant, Jr.,
of Puerto Rico.
Olive tapers held in brillant
colors of autumn leaves were
set in the stained glass windows
of the church. Brass aisle
candles with dusters of leaves
tied with olive velvet ribbons
;were used. Btass candelabra
and white baskets filled with
large mums and yellow gladioli
enhanced the wedding scene at
the altar.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Kay
Doran. Favorite songs of the
bride and groom were selected
and included The First Time
Ever I Saw Your Face," "Love
Thew, from Romeo and
Juliet," *Theme from Love
Story," and "We've Only Just
Begun." "Trumpet Volunteer"
going into "Here Comes the
Bride" was used for the
processional and "0 Jesus Joy
Of Man's Desiring" as the
recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was radiant in a
floor length formal gown of
candlelight
bridal
satin
featuring candlelight lace
accents on the neck, sleeves,
and in ruffles on the bodice of
the gown which had a Victorian
neckline. Of special interest on
the back of the dress was the
large satin bow.
Her candlelight illusion veil
fell from a bandeau of seed
pearls and she carried an old
fashioned nosegay of yellow
roses with bronze mums and
ivory baby's breath.
Mrs. Michael Dill, friend of
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Starting Jan. 4th

the bride, was - the matron of
honor and the bride's only attendant. She wore a long gown
of forest green satin fashioned
with an empire waist, cummerbund, and scooped neckline
with long puffed sleeves. She
carried a basket filled with dry
fall colored flowers.

with a white cloth with gold
filigree and centered with an
arrangement of magnolia
leaves painted white with accents of gold flanked by White
candles.
Fifteen persons were present.
Special guests were Mr. and
Mrs. John T. Bryant, Sr., of
LaGrange, Georgia.

MURRAY BRANCH
and

Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Assn.
ADVISORY BOARD

Edward Huie was best man
for his brother-in-law. The
ushers were John T Bryant III
and Paul G. Bryant, both
brothers of the groom.
The bride's mother, Mrs.
Parker, chose to wear a navy
and white street length dress
and a corsage of bronze porn
pouts.
•
Mrs. Bryant, mother of the
groom, was attired in a rod
street length dress. Bronze porn
ponis were used for her corsage.

Saturday, December 3e
Annual New Year's Eve
Dance at the Murray-Calloway
Country Club. Dancing from 9
pill, to 1 a.m. to music of Byron
Gallimore and his band. Admission .$10 per couple. No
reservations necessary.

The annual potluck dinner for
The groom's grandmother, the congregation of the Seventh
Mrs. John T. Bryant, Sr., and and Poplar Church of Christ
the bride's grandmother, Mrs. will be held in the all-purpose
Wilson Farley of Murray, were room of the basement at six
presented corsages of fall
flowers
Sunday, December 31
A New Year's Eve party will
Buffet Reception
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Parker, be at the Oaks Country Club at
parents of the bride, en- nine p.m. with breakfast at one
tertained with a buffet recep- a.m. Reservations at one dollar
tion at their home on North per couple should be made by
December 30 with Messrs and
Nineteenth Street.
Mesdames Delmer Brewer,
The table was covered with an
J. P. Parker, David Thompson,
ivory lace cloth over green and
or A. R. Hatcher.
adorned with tapers in' silver
candelabra. The three tiered
Mr. and Mrs. V.O. Shelton
wedding cake decorated in fall will celebrate their golden
colored flowers was the focal wedding anniversary with an
point of interest.
open house of their foster son,
Silver appointments were Jimmy Wilkinson and wife, at
used for the cake and punch 515 Shady Lane, Murray, from
along with the buffet dinner two to five p.m. All friends and
served by Mr. and Mrs. Parker. relatives are invited. No gifts
please.
Miss Robin Parker, younger
Watchnight services will be at
sister of the bride, presided at
the punch bowl. Assisting in the the Sugar Creek Baptist Church
serving were Mrs. Jimmy from 7:30 p.m. to midnight.
Allbritten,
David
Mrs.
Thompson, and Mrs. Charles
New Year's eve singing will
Johnson.
be held at the Shady Grove
After the reception the couple Baptist Church from seven p.m.
left for a wedding trip. They are to past midnight.
now residing at Fort Banning,
Tnesday. January 2
Ga., where they will remain The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
until April when they will leave the First Presbyterian Church
for military duty in Hawaii.
will meet with Mrs. Ohs McNelis at 1:30 p.m.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mrs. Pauline G. Bryant, Group
I of the First Christian
mother of the groom, en- urch
C'WF will meet with
tertained with a rehearsal
rs. Henry Holton at ten a.m.
dinner at her home on Magnolia
ith Mrs. David Roos in charge
Drive, Murray.
f the program.
The buffet table was overlaid
Group II of the First Christian
hutch CWF will meet with
Mrs. A. B. Austin at two p.m.
with Mrs. Jewell Evans as
hostess. Mrs. Lessie Pickard
will be in charge of the program
and Mrs. W. Hawkins Valentine
will give the devotion.

Dr. Ralph H. Woods

W. R. "Bob" Perry

Ronald W. Churchill

STAFF

Bruce Thomas

Vice President and Manager

Bobby Grogan
Asst Vice President

Helen Foley
Asst Operations Officer

ALL OF USForTHANK
YOU
Your
Savings Account and Home Loan

BIG K

Will be OPEN NEW YEAR'S DAY,
January 1, 1973, from 12:00 til 6p.m.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Continental style prayer
breakfast and
a
short
devotional prayer service for
Key '73 will be held at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church from 7:30 to
8:15 a.m.

Federal Savings and Loan
Murray Branch

Main at 7th

Phone 753-7921
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Second Chance
At Ballard Co.

-4440it,

By Jerry AAlen
.Some people get second
chances, sometimes. We got
ours .at. „Ballard County
Wirfowl-Management Area
this Oast week.
Jerry Kell, Greg Mills and I
had a two-day reservation and
we were determined to take
home a few honkers for
Christmas dinner. We had
heard that very few geese were
being taken, there were several
days when more than 90 hunters
only took, home four geese all
together.
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Jerry Allen, Greg Mills, and Jerry Kell, with Mike, proudly display their take of geese at Ballard
County Waterfowl Management Area.
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We planned to give this hunt
all we had, so we took along 8
dozen full body goose' decoys
and Jerry's labrador retriever,
Mike.
After we'd listened to big Jim
Monoyahn's morning speech,
we loaded our gear in the truck
that was to transport us to blind
No. 72. We soon found that this
blind was right next to a slough
full of overflowing backwater
from the Ohio River.
Just as we walked to our pit
about 50 honkers took to the air.
We had disturbed their sleep,
but we didn't care. We knew
they'd be back about daybreak
to look,things over.
Just about 6:30, shooting
time, we completed putting out
our spread of decoys and
crawled into the pit. Mike was
excited and took a few minutes
to calm, but soon Jerry had him
under control and we listened
intently for the sounds of the
returning honkers. We knew we
were well hidden; we'd made
sure by 'adding lots of dead
vegetation from the immediate
area, to cover our pit.
"I.isten", Kell said, "Get
down, here they come, off to
your right."
Sure enough, nine big honkers
had just topped the trees and
were heading directly toward
US.

•."Mike," a Labrador Retriever, does his thing, as he wades through icy waters to return a downed
goose to his master, Jerry Kell.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

Clean Fence Rows

Al's Tips

1. Either wet or dry plucking
Clean fence rows along with the white-washed fence have
become a symbol of progressive farming. Annually, many miles will be easier if you wear a
of brushy fencerows are cleaned up and replaced with a carpet,of rubber thimble of the kind used
by bankers for counting paper
sod.
Songbirds, quail and rabbits rely heavily on fence rows to nioney.
2. To prevent plucked
furnish food, nesting places, and shelter. Large walnuts, hickories
and oaks growing in open fencerows furnish considerable food for feathers from drifting about
and settling on everything in
squirrels.
Surprisingly enough wildlife isn't the only loser when fence sight, use a large plastic garrows are cleaned out. The farmer loses too. Past studies by bage or dry-cteaning bag. Sit
----•--bilogists have shown that sod fencerows harbour many more crop down with the bag placed
....,.„destroying insects than brushy fencerows.
between your legs, and tape
These insects eat a farmer's pasture and crops causing him to each side to your legs to keep it
lose money or spend additional dollars on chemicals for insect open. Then hold the bird inside
control. Nature's insect controllers such as quail, mockingbirds, the bag while you pluck away.
thrushes and thrashers help the farmer as long as fencerows
3. Both small and large furred
provide them with shelter and food. When the fencerow cover is game should be field-dressed as
removed, so are the farmer's feathered helpers.
soon after shooting as possible
By leaving a few large nut-bearing trees and some low-growing
to release the bOdy heat. Chill
brush, the farmer will greatly benefit wildlife and himself. A good
the ineat and keep it „cool until
substitute for expensive barbed wire is a living fence of multiflora
it's either frozen' or cooked.
rose. It provides the necessary shelter for wildlife along with a
4. Soaking game meat in
livestock-proof fence.
water or brine will do little to
It has been said that clearing brush and trees is a cultural
tenderize it; in fact, this kind of
hangover from the days when our pioneers needed a clear space soaking may make it stringy.
to live in so the Indians could not sneak up on them. We're pretty
•••aking it in an appropriate
far removed from Indian troubles nv and its time the country
marinade-, on the other hand,
wasielieved of this hangover.
will tenderize it and bring out
the flavor.

CHEMICAL
• CO. INC.

HUTSON

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
it
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(all Any Time
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"They're going to pass at the
side", Greg said.
On and on they moVecl until
they were 65 yards out and 20
yards high,
"We'd better get them."'
Jerry whispered.
"Now" I yelled. We all came
out and pulled on the lead goose.
At the crack of the gun he folded
and fell, but not another goose
feather did we touch.
Jetty and Mike were out of
the pit like a streak of lightning
and chasing the goose all over
the flooded field. Finally Mike
caught the goose, but only after
Jerry had put another load of
No, 2's in his feathers.
Upon returning to the blind, it
was no doubt we'd all hit the
goose. I was shooting BB's
Jerry was shooting No. 2's, and
Greg was throwing No. 4 shot at
the honker. And he showed
signs of being shot with all three
sizes of shot.
"I.et's start doubling up on all
these high flyers," Greg said.
"Then we'll probably be able to
take home some more geese."
"Fine with me" Kell said. "I
just want to put the meat on the
table." So we agreed that we'd
try this method, and just see
how it would work.
The next bunch carne in from
the Nostts but high and to our

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
•Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571

Guns
Remington -Browning
Winchester

Shells
Remington -Federal
Hunting 8 Fishing
Licenses
Winchester
Camping * Fishing * Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

Storey fs
Food Giant
Open 7 Days A Week
8 A.M.-12 P.M.
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left. Then it slowed up for a
while.
The North wind had now
taken on a chilling effect and we
all tried to retreat deeper into
the insulated coverall's we'd
Worn today, but the wind kept
its distinct chilling effect* it
pushed the geese along 'their
morning venture to the feeding
areas.
-We could easily hear the
sounds of geese in the far off
crisp morning air. Then as they
neared we crouched in our blind
and readied, just in case. From
behind us came a flock of six,
high and to our left. As they
passed overhead we pulled on
the same goose and dropped
him. Mike did his stuff and it
wasn't long before we'd
positioned ourselves in the pit
once more anticipating the next
flock that we knew would come.'
Our wait lasted, it seemed,
forever but actually was only
until a bit after 10:00, then the
geese began to fly again.
From behind us came a lone
honker boring in for the blind,
giving a feed call as he came.
Just as he was directly over us
at about 55 yards, a load of
BB's, No. 2's and No.4's put him
on the ground.
We'd just returned to the pit
when from the East came two
small geese.
"Crackling geese" Kell said.
They-came on and on.
Greg gave them a call as they
were directly out and front of us
and they cupped for the decoys.
Just as they topped the pit at
about 40 yards we were up and
shooting. One goose folded and
the other climbed for the sky
but then fell to join his companions.
We were all out of shells. Our
eight shell limit hadn't gone
very far with us, but we had
four geese to show for our effort.
We had four of the 15 geese
that were taken that day. Only
because we had taken somt
long shots and due to the fad.
:
that we'd brought along several
goose decoys.
Next day was a repeat of the
first until we reached our blind.
We'd drawn blind No. 74 and
were plently tickled of it. We
knew we'd get some pass
shooting.
Again we set out the decoys
facing into the wind next to the
edge of the backwater of the
Ohio River. We then lit the
charcoal we'd brought with us
to keep us warm.
"Geese" Greg yells "corning
down the field."
We piled into the pit like a
rabbit in a hole, but it was too
late the geese had seen us and
turned away to go across the
field.
Then to our left, six big
honkers came down the edge of
the long slough about 40 yards
high. "We'll get a limit here"
says Kell. We waited on and on
they moved, and set their sings
gliding for the decoys.
"Now". We were up and
shooting, but not a feather fell.
The geese lumbered off in the
distance while we sat staring at
our guns. We all just couldn't
believe we'd missed those
geese. We simply had missed.
Kell finally broke the silence.
"We must have stot in front of
them"
"Yes we've been used to
shooting so high I 'tiet we led
them when we shoula have shot
right at the head- Greg added. I
still was shocked at the event
and kept silent-.--t- knew I'd be
ready next time.
About 10:00 the geese began
to fly again when an old single
came by a little too close and
Jerry Kell pulled him down with
a load of No. 2's from his 3-inch
magnum. Then another flock
moved in from behind and I
managed to pull one out of this
high flying bunch.
While Jerry and I picked up
the decoys, so we could leave at
12:00 Greg stayed in the blind,
and it paid off. He managed to
pull out an old gander as we
stuck our bodies flat to the
ground so as not to scare the
goose as he passed over.
Just as we were about to
leave, another flock came down
the slough and we piled into the
pit again. As they passed we
pulled out another big honker to
make it a total of 5 geese for the
day. Now we had to go we were
out otshells again. Eight shells
don't go very far at Ballard

'.1-1 FR't'

Steelers
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when the geese are flying high.
The truck came about then, so
we loaded in and headed to get
other hunters. One hunter we
saw, Morgan Sisk of Murray,
had gotten a goose and two
other Murray hunters Dr. Alsup
and his son Bob, had taken five
with the aid of their next door
neighbor Ralph.
We soon found that only 19
geese had been taken this day
also. We found it strange that
Murray hunters should take 11
geese of the 19 that were taken
over all. We had been lucky
indeed and were planning to
return shortly after Christmas
in hope of doing a little' more
waterfowling on the flood
waters of the mighty Ohio.
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By GARY M1HOC
Associated Press Wri
PITTSBURGH • AP)
Pittsburgh Steelers, un •
at home, and the Miam
phins, unbeaten period, cl
noon Supday for the Am
Football Conference title
trip to the Super Bowl. ,
A key to the Steelers'
could be how well quart•
Terry Bradshaw has re
from the flu attack whi
pitalized him late this w
Spirit undaunted, Br
has flatly predicted tha
burgh will whip Miami,
is 15-0 after breezing
Eastern Division titl
downing Cleveland 20-1
playoff game last week.
Bradshaw spent
and Friday nights in th
tal but he practiced Fri
was to be released agai
to take part in Pittsb
nal tuneup.
"All I need is a nig
and I'll be ready to g
blond Louisiana nat.
after Friday's drill. "
game we've worked
year. I'll be out there,'
Reserve 'tight end
Brown also entered the

Illini T
In Sug

Jerry Kell, and "Mike," chased this goose over the
flooded

field before finally claiming their prize.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

Fishermen Should Begin To
Get Tackles Boxes Prepared
FRANKFORT, Ky.—With shear pins and anything extra items that need to be added t,,
Christmas activities upon them you many want to add to the the overall outfit and,from time
and the New Year close at tackle box.
to time, add them.
Of course, where camping
hand, many a Kentucky
Be sure that your U.S. Coast
sportsman will find it it difficult -*ear is used this too needs Guard approved life saving
to get away from family and attention. Clean out the tent, devices are in top-notch shape,
friends for the next couple of refold it and make sure the and if they are-not, replace
weeks. However, now may be cooking stove and lanterns are them.
the time to get fishing gear and in good working order.
And, of course remember that
While working on boats, as of Jan. 1, new fishing and
tackle in shape for the not-too
motors, tackle, rods and reels hunting licenses are required
distant fishing season.
Now is a good time to take you might draw up a list of for the sportsman.
that outboard motor to your
local dealer and let him tune up
the engine and wake everything
ready for that first fishing
ogrrsowgzso MAIER0CHRYSLER
WM'S CORPOIIUM041
jaunt.
Too, the wheel bearings on the
boat trailer should be inspected
as well as repacked with the
proper lubricant. Next, check
the runners of the trailer where
the boat rides to guarantee that
the batting is still in good shape
411. & PW"LAIL
and the boat is riding properly.
Check both boat and trailer
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
lights th insure that they too are
in good working condition.
TB ANSPORTATION
CENTER"
Last but not least, check the
P1110PM 711-1272
trailer hitch and locking device
to ensure they also are in tip-top
shape,
om here, start with all the
rods and reels. Rods should:
13e
checked for wear arouritl the
guides and tip wrapping. In
case the guides need replacing
or the rod should be rewrapped
arid you are unable to do
there is probably a sporting
r CitillaLl
..
goods dealer in your area who
will afford this service.
In many cases where rods
have been broken, the dealer
niay send them back to the
factory for major overhaul.
Reels too 'need attention.
Cleaning them at how suits
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
many ardent anglers, but many
AINIIImmr
sporting goods dealers also
offer this service to their
ctisti tiers. Soii it' reels iiiay
need a complete factory
overhaul and the sporting goods
dealer will be able to send the
j
rrel for you.
Tackle boxes' oneed to be
cleaned out con ipletely and then
&inspected. Check artificial
lures for cracked paint and
faulty hooks.In many cases the
Finish may be touched up by
hand brush arid "airplanedope" paints. The hooks may be
Rt. 6, Irvin Cobb Rd.
either resharpened or replaced.
rill".-5.Murray, Kentucky 42071
Once the lures are back in
.......„,
Phone 1502i 753-8073
place be sure there is an ample
supply of snap Swivels,
extra

By TED MEI
Associated Press Spo
For the second t
years Illinois can ma
basketball history t I
Back on Dec. 17,
Fighting Illini beat
Francisco Dons and
all-time collegiate
streak at 60 games
Today the Illini h
portunity to snap
longest winning str
All they have to do
the UCLA Brui
champions for six
years.
The Bruins mad
row with a seco
plosion that whi I
72 in the first roun•
ar Bowl at New Or
night. The Illini
shot at the chain
ing Temple 82-77.
Drake trailed by
the half and by ju
on Larry Seger's
the start of the
fore the Bruins e
UCLA Coach Jo
said he wasn't
"the run at us"
dogs. "Over th
learned that you
outside shooting,
the winningest
nientor.
He referred to
shots which kep
until Big Bill W
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Is Now Open!
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Steelers Looking For
Upset Over Dolphins

Friday's
College
Basketball

Ten Post-Season Bowls Planned
For New Year's Grid Weekend
Chicago Rallies For
Second-Half Victory

yard out and two from the four. No. 2 Oklahoma vs. No. 5 Penn
By GARY MIHOCES
By KAROL STONGER
with the flu, and several other
State in the Sugar Bowl in New
Associated Press Writer
Associated Press Sports Writer Quarterback Dave Buckey
Steelers, including defensive
Orleans.
Ten tasty weekend treats passed for two TDs, one to his
PITTSBURGH [AP) - The tackle Joe Greene were strickSaturday games included the
By
ASSOCIATED
PRESS
THE
twin
Don,
went
brother,
and
bowls
Pittsburgh Steelers, unbeaten en with mild cases.
have been whipped up in
college all-star
East-West
TOURNAMENTS
at home, and the Miami Dolfrom Florida to California for over from the two-yard line for
However, all were expected
Francisco;
Sugar Bowl
another. The 37-yard bomb to Shrine game in San
phins, unbeaten period, clash at to be ready by garnetiine.
gridiron gourmets.
No. 13 Coloand
Auburn
6
No.
Round
First
his
in
quarter
brother
the
first
noon Supday for the American
Post-season college football
rado in the Gator Bowl in JackUCLA 85, Drake 72
The Steelers are 12-3 after
fanatics whetted their appetites wiped out a 7-6 West Virginia
Football Conference title and a
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS came in the third quarter when
sonville, Fla.; No. 10 Louisiana
111 82, Temple 77
capturing the first division title
trip to the Super Bowl.
Friday night when North Caro- lead. The Mountaineers' only
How, you might ask, can a Buffalo built a seven-point halfin
State and No. 11 Tennessee
Poinsetta Tourney
A key to the Steelers' hopes in their 40-year history, and
lina State frosted No. 18 West other scores were two field
Basketball Association time advantage to a 92-71
National
the Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl in
Championship
Virginia in the Peach Bowl and goals, also in the first period.
could be how well quarterback they were kept alive in the
team as strong as Boston's At- bulge. The Braves shot 58 per
Furman 70, Clemson 59
Kent State, the Mid-American Houston and No. 16 North Caro- lantic Division leaders blow an cent in the first period and
Terry Bradshaw has recovered playoff's by last week's 13-7
Tampa edged Kent State 21-18
Tech
Consolation
conference champion, mounted lina and unranked Texas
rushed to a 34-22 lead with
from the flu attack which hos- win over Oakland.
in the Tangerine Bowl.
in the Sun Bowl in El Paso, 18-point lead and wind up losing Smith contallaliting 13 points in
Tex. 97, Pepperdine 81
The Oakland game wasn't deBut the piece de resistance of a furious fourth-quarter attack
pitalized him late this week.
the ball game by seven?
Tex.
Granite City Classic
the holiday feast is the Rose after trailing 21-0 at the half
Spirit undaunted, Bradshaw cided until the final seconds
Simple, would be the reply of that quarter.
for
scheduled
Bowl,
Rose
The
Semifinal
Lucius Allen scored nine
Bowl, one of three New Year's but lost the Bowl battle when
has flatly predicted that Pitts- when rookie Franco Harris
Coach Tommy Heinsohn,
Celtic
5 p.[11. EST on NBC-TV, will be
Hillsdale 59, S.F. Austin 50
in a 20-6 Milwaukee
points
Day classics involving six of Herb Page missed two extraburgh will whip Miami, which. grabbed a deflected pass and
his team fold up
St. Thomas, Minn. 82, W the top 12 teams in The Associ- point attempts and quarterback sandwiched between the Cotton who watched
spurt in the opening minutes of
is 15-0 after breezing to the ran 42 yards for a miracle
and
to
lose
intermission
after
55
- Bowl, with the kickoff set for 2 Chicago 106-99 on Friday.
the third period as the Bucks
Greg Kokal failed on a two
ated Press pre-bowl poll.
Eastern Division title and touchdown that sent Steeler New England
p.111. EST on CBS, and the OrRoanoke Tourney
Sophomore Stan Fritts set a point run attempt.
downing Cleveland 20-1* in a fans into delirium.
"We didn't do anything in the whipped Houston.
Championsip
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar led the
Tampa quarterback Buddy ange Bowl, starting at 8 p.m. second half," explained HeinThe vastly improved Steeler
Peach Bowl record with his
playoff game last week.
EST on NBC, assuming play in
Afnerican U. 85, Roanoke 76
Bucks with 35 points, 24 of
three touchdowns,one from one Carter teamed with tight end
Bradshaw spent Thursday defense faces a Miami offense
running,
no
defense,
"No
sohn.
Consolation
them in the first half. Jack MaPaul Orndorf for TD passes of Pasadena is completer!.
and Friday nights in the hospi- that features the power-running
Coach Bob Devaney, who an- no press, no going to the bas- rin paced Houston with 23.
Delaware 89, Appalachian St
and 35 yards in the first
15
Csonka,
breakthe
Larry
of
tal but he practiced Friday and
ket,
nothing."
77
Phoenix beat Portland for the
quarter before Carter was re- nouticed his retirement before
was to be released again today away dashes of Mercury Morris
All the no-nos, plus 41 points
St. Louis Invitational
lieved by Fred Solomon who Nebraska's season started, by Bob Love added up to the 13th consecutive time, riding
to take part in Pittsburgh's fi- and the precision moves of
Championship
capped an 89-yard drive with a wants one last victory for his 8- Balls' victory over the Celtics. some hot third period shooting
wide receiver Paul Warfield.
nal tuneup.
to
74
Va.
75,
Louis
St.
by Charlie Scott to the victory.
two-yard run in the second 2-1 Cornhuskers, favored
"We're looking forward to
All I need is a night's rest
Simple.
Consolation
Scott bunched 14 of his gamequarter to end Tampa's scor- beat the 8-2-0 Irish. "I'd like to
and I'll be ready to go," the playing Miami," said Steeler
FriNBA
the
in
Elsewhere
"and
said,
he
go out a winner,"
Georgetown 74, Army 70
high 29 points in the third quaring.
blond Louisiana native said Coach Chuck Noll. "It's a team
full
a
chopped
York
New
day,
Sun Bowl
The national championship is I think our seniors feel the game off Boston's division lead ter as the Suns wiped out an
after Friday's drill. "This is a with a reputation arid you have
Championship
stake in Pasadena, Calif., same way. I've placed a lot of by defeating Detroit 99-94, Buf- early Trail Blazer lead.
at
to
team
of
kind
PRESS
that
ASSOCIATED
THE
beat
By
.to
game we've worked for all
65
Ind.
74,
Paso
a
Tex.
top-ranked Southern Cal emphasis on winning and I'll be falo stunned Baltimore 118-109,
Wilt Chamberlain grabbed 26
when
I
yourself.
FOOTBALL .
gain a reputation
year. I'll be out there."
very disappointed if we don't."
Consolation
rebounds while Los Angeles
BARSTON, Calif.-Roy puts its unbeaten record on the
Houston
whacked
Reserve • tight end Larry think we have the team to do
Milwaukee
While Devaney is talking
Houston 115,S. Methodist 102 "Link" Lyman, 74, former Chi- line against 9-1-0 Ohio State.
allstar backcourt combination
Brown also entered the hospital it
Alabama Coach Bear 114-101, Phoenix whipped Port- of Jerry West and Gail Goodrtriumph,
Old Dominion Tourney
is
team
Cal
"This
Southern
cago Bear tackle and a memdefeated
Seattle
106-99,
land
Bryant isn't predicting his 10-1Championship
ich combined for 55 points to
ber of pro football's Hall of the best team Ohio State has
0 team will pound Texas even Cleveland 99-91 and Los Ange- lead the Lakers' romp over
Va Tech. 77, Stanford 71
Fame, was killed Friday in an ever played," said Coach
City-Omaha
Kansas
ripped
les
sevare
Consolation
Kansas City-Omaha.
Woody Hayes, aiming for victo- though the Alabarnans
auto accident.
9-1-0 121-92.
Navy 77, Old Dominion 73
West had 28 points and
ry No. 150 and laisIO-urth Rose en-point favorites over
.
TENNIS
Basketball
American
the
In
Texas.
Sacred Heart Holiday
Goodrich 27 for the Lakers,
MELBOURNE, Australia- Bowl triumph in five appearslugged
Kentucky
Association.
beaten
who
has never
Bryant,
Tourney
who completely dominated the
John Newcombe swept into the ances. "They can run and pass,
Darrell Royal's Longhorns, Dallas 131-104 and New York game.
Championship
semifinals of the $53,000 Aus- they have a good defense.
in
114-104
Diego
San
downed
said, perhaps tongue-in-cheek:
Tufts 96, Sacred Heart 86
Spencer Haywood poured in
tralian Open Tennis Champion- There is no weakness to their
By TED MEIER
with 17 second half points. Alto"I know who's going to win. overtime.
Consolation
31 points to lead Seattle past
attack.
ships with a 6-4, 7-6, 6-3 victory
.••
virtual
York
a
New
overcame
Associated Press Sports Writer gether Walton scored 29 points.
Bridgeport 95, Brandeis 92
"They're explosive but no He is."
over Bob Carmichael of
one-man show by Detroit's Bob Cleveland.
For the second time in 15 Seger finished with 21, but got
But Royal wasn't buying an
All-College Tourney at Okla- France.
The Cavaliers had led by as
hard-nosed than we are.
more
Lanier to defeat the Pistons.
years Illinois can make college only seven in the second half.
homa City
many as nine points in the first
We had to beat the No. 3 team pre-garne psychology.
.
RACING
HORSE
and
points
38
in
threw
Lanier
State
Beach
Long
basketball history today.
Elsewhere
"We haven't met but three
Semifinals
to get here. They didn't have to
PHILADELPHIA-Winged
grabbed 29 rebounds but he half before Haywood's hot hand
Back on Dec. 17, 1957 the and Missouri barely escaped
Brigham Young 80, Fla St. 77 Fairway, $7.20, grabbed the beat anybody of similar rank- times, and we had one
prevent the Knicks turned the • game over to the
couldn't
Fighting Illini beat the San defeat for the first time. MaryLong Beach, Calif. 80, Okla- lead at the break and went on ing. They are No. 1 and right- tie... The balance between winthe first NBA Sonics. Austin Carr's 20 points
becoming
from
the
ended
the
in
also
and
Dons
Francisco
land and Marquette,
ning and losing has been tissue
homa City 78
We're
wanting
so.
3,
No.
fully
Bay
over
victory
length
2
/
11
a
to
victories this led the losers.
30
reach
team to
winning Associated Press Top Ten, won
all-time collegiate
paper thin."
Consolation
Charmer in the Kutztown Purse to be No. 1.
season.
streak at 60 games.
easily, as did Minnesota, but
Galen Hall, assistant coach at
In the first two I972 World
Texas A&M 62, Penn St. 55
Hayes' Buckeyes earned their
at Liberty Bell.
Walt Frazier led New York Series games Cincinnati led off
Today the Illini have the op- Penn lost its second straight.
where
knows
Oklahoma,
10-1-0
Miss. 87, St. Francis, Pa. 64
NEW ORLEANS-Pink Plati- ranking and the trip West by
the, SIX innings with base hits but
portunity to snap the second
Long Beach, No. 6 in the AP
his loyalty lies even though he with 24 points, 12 of them in
Big Eight Tourney
num, $59.20, won the Sugar beating Big Ten co-champion
the failed to score a run
including
quartet
fourth
longest winning streak at 52. rankings, edged Oklahoma City
was described by Coach Joe
Semifinals
Bowl feature by a nose at the Michigan, which slipped to No.
jumper that put the Knicks
All they have to do is to beat 80-78 on Dick Aberegg's two
as
State
Penn
10-1-0
of
Paterno
Missouri 69, Okla. 68
8. The Wolverines are the only
Fair Grounds.
ahead for good. It marked the
the UCLA Bruins, national foul shots in the last minute.
Kansas St. 68, Iowa St. 65
R.I.-Canteen, team in the Top Ten who are the Nittany Lions' best passer 10th time in the last 19 games
LINCOLN,
champions for six consecutive No. 7 Missouri also won its 10th
Hufnagel, the curConsolation
$10.00, roniped to an easy victo- absent from the post-season until John
that New York has held an apyears.
straight, 69-68 over Oklahoma,
rent All-American.
Oklahoma St. 66, Colo. 61
scene.
Linat
feature
$2.800
the
in
ry
to under 100 points.
ponent
The Bruins made it 51 in a as Al Eberhard converted three
1962,
of
class
State
72
Penn
Kansas
Hall,
Neb. 74,
coln Downs.
Buffalo's Randy Smith took
row with a second half ex- charity throws in the closing
Starting Jan. 4th
fake
a
from
yards
19
for
passed
Nebraschampion
Defending
$19.80,
MIAMI-Ellen
Baltimore apart with 33 points
plosion that whipped Drake 85- minutes to climax a Tiger rally
the
for
formation
goal
field
at
7
Invitational
Charlotte
closing with a rush along the ka, No. 9 this year after losses
leading the Braves to their
72 in the first round of the Sug- that erased an 11-point deficit.
First Round
to UCLA and Oklahoma, takes only touchdown in a 7-0 deci- upset over Vie Bullets, leaders
victory
first
her
scored
inside,
ar Bowl at New Orleans Friday
Maryland, nationally second
Alabama in the 1959
Cincinnati 83, Bradley 76
of the year in the feature at on 12th-ranked Notre Dame in sion over
in the NBA'S Central'Division
Closed Wednesday
night. The Illini gained their ranked to UCLA, breezed over
Kodak Classic
another Jan. 1 contest-the Or- Liberty Bowl.
Course.
Race
Calder
Fourteen of Smith's points
shot at the champs by defeat- Georgia Tech 90-55 even though
week
every
them
follow
"I
First Round
ARCADIA, Calif.-Aljamin, ange Bowl in Miami-while
ing Temple 82-77. ,
the Terps' star Tom McMillen
Mich. St. 103, Rochester 61
made a successful debut fourth-ranked Alabama squares during the season and I want
$4.20,
at
38-34
a
of
Drake trailed by only
didn't play because
Ariz. St. 81, Holy Cross 64
Anita, capturing the off against No. 7 Texas in the them to win," Hall said of his
Santa
at
the half and by just two points strained ankle. No. 3 Marquette
alma mater. "But it's a little
Evansville Invitational
Cotton Bowl at Dallas.
114 IIItRAY 4/146telt SERVICE
of Roses.
Tournament
$15,000
on Larry Seger's long shot at routed Rice 71-40 and No. 5
situation now. It's my
different
acEve
First Round
Year's
New
only
The
.
RACING
YACHT
59beMinnesota downed Oregon
the start of the se6ond half
to do my best to
Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
Air Force 64, Seton Hall 58
HOBART,Tasmania-Ameri- tion for those, who prefer job to try
fore the Bruins exploded.
49.
Bos. U. 88, Evansville 88, can Eagle, skippered by Ted television to horns and hats is win."
7th & maple St
Penn, No. 8, was beaten by overtime
UCLA Coach Johnny Wooden
Phone 753.9999
Turner,finished first in the 500said he wasn't worried over 20th-ranked San Francisco 84Far West Classic
mile Sydney-to-Hobart race.
"the run at us" by the Bull- 77. In other games involving
Semifinals
missing the record by 56 mindogs. Over the years I've the AP Second Ten North CaroMinnesota 59, Ore.'49
23 seconds.
utes,
learned that you don't win with lina humbled Washington 89-72,
Ore. St. 81, Wyoming 56
outside shooting," commented Brigham Young whipped FloriConsolation
the winningest active college da State 80-77 and Kansas State
Wash St. 63, Columbia 41
Mimi Murray
shaded Iowa State 68-63. Inmentor.
Baylor 83, Tex. Christ. 68
He referred to Seger's long diana was beaten by Texas-El
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 7API - season.
Rainbow Classic
shots which kept Drake close Paso 74-65 in the final of the
Meanwhile, Dallas Coach
- Mimi Murray, who has di- The Kentucky Colonels tangle
Semifinal
until Big Bill Walton cut loose Sun Bowl.
rected the Springfield College with the Carolina Cougars Babe McCarthy said his team
North Caro. 89, Wash 72
women's gymnastics team to tonight for the top spot in the just played poorly" but added:
Louisville 95, Hawaii 82
Coordinator
three national championships in American Basketball Associ- "They I the Colonels) are much
Consolation
the last four years, was named ation's Eastern Division Race, better than they were the last
Fordham 85, Colo St. 69
I.EXINGTON, Ky. CAP) today head coach for the U.S. after moving within one-half time we played them . . .
Subpac 87, Utah 84
Bill Narduzzi, linebacker coach
women's team for the Work. game of the Cougars with a they've gotten off their rears
Utah St. Big Blue Tourney
at the University of Miami will
University Games Aug. 15-25 in 130,14 victory over Dallas Fri- and quit living on last year's
First Round
Starting Jan. 4th
laurels."
serve as defensive coordinator
Moscow.
day night.
68
St.
Weber
75,
Pacific
U.
500 COUNT
at
under new head football Coach
"It...would be a good one to
Utah St. 104, LSU 83
NOTEBOOK
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surge,"
Fran Curci at the University of
recent
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New Year's
Kentucky, it was announced
Kentucky Coach Joe Pullaney Kentucky 121-113 at Dallas Dec.
First Round
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Day Only
Friday.
said, looking to the showdown 14,
Ohio U. 78, S. Illinois 77,
BOSTON [ API - John Co-- with Carolina after his team Kentucky winning streak.
overtime
New won its 16th victory in their last
In Friday night's game Dan
r- burn Jr. is leaving the
Answer to Yesterday's Pundit
Cornell 78, Ark. 77
executive 17 games. "But if we lose and Issell topped all scorers with 28
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Sports
In Brief

Illini To Meet UCLA
In Sugar Bowl Game

g their prize.
y Jerry Allen
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Colonel-Cougar Game To
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Milwaukee Classic
First Round
Wisconsin 90, Yale 64
Marquette 71, Rice 40
Oral Roberts Classic
First Round
Mont. St. 92, E. Ky. 84
Oral Roberts 110, St. Mary's,
Calif. 96
Lobo Invitational
First Round
Seattle U. 68, Tulsa 62
New Mex. 107, Dartmouth 36
Charlotte Holiday Tipoff
First Round
Winston-Salem St. 74, N.C.
Central 61
Davidson 83, St. Bona venture
76
F.811 Claire Invitational
First Round
Capital, Ohio 72, Kentucky St.
66
Wis-Eau Claire 73, West. Ill.
59

Hall of Fame
Tourney
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (API
Brown, DePaul, Massachusetts and St. Peter's of Jerses
City, N.J., were named Friday
night to compete in the fourth
Hall of Fame Basketball
Tournament next Dec. 28-29.

Occidental Team
LOS ANGELES ( AP) - Hal
Lefler, head coach at a Covina,
Calif. high school for the past
four years, was named Friday
to take over the Occidental College football team.
Oxy's athletic director, grant
Dunlap, said the new coach's
primary responsibility will be a
rebuilding job. Oxy has hot had
a winning season since 1967.

HOLIDAY RESTAURANT 3

1

Aurora, Ky.

Sat.,Sun.,f3 Mon.

REOPENING

3

January 2, 1973

Serving Your Favorite Foods!!
3
We Wish to Invite An
of Our Customers Back
1
We Will Be Open
the Rest of the Year
3
PATRONAGE!!
THANKS FOR YOUR
11111,15111111111

$599

1

I

15 pieces of chicken
lpt.of cole slaw
lpt. of baked beans
1 pkg. Rolls
Large pkg. Potato Chips
2 Family Size Colas

Kell
1113 Sycamore

Fried ekiekelt
7$341111
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A case of mistaken
sympathy, friendship

Your Individual Horoscope

Your Individual Horoscope

Frances Drake

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1972
Look in the section in which You should do exceptionally
your birthday comes and find well in projects that call for
what your outlook is, according clever organization.
to the stars.
SAGITTARIUS
)let
ARIES
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Sudden changes of plan or
There are tendencies toward unconventional action could get
extravagance now. Also, you into difficulties if you are
speaking before you have not careful. Lean toward the
digested the full meaning of practical rather than the
another's words. A word to the theoretical.
wise
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec. 22 to Jan, 20)
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
You have better planetary
You have a way with you influences than most, but you
when your better self is out could still miss a real opfront, which it should be now. portunity if you are careless,
Day requires stamina and indifferent. Ambitions and
patience for the long pull — perceptions should be keen now,
which will bring lasting AQUARIUS
rewards.
) Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) w
GEMINI
Good stellar influences should
( May 22 to June 21)
help you to net fine results from
Matters of rninor importance your endeavors; perhaps some
could blow up out of proportion. unusual recognition. Be alert to
Don't let them. Your quick- every opportunity.
silver intuition and foresight PISCES
should be a big help.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
CANCER
Be sure before you tackle a
t June 22 to July 23)
"way-out" project or brand new
Concentrate on efficiency, but venture. But do not doubt your
do not go to extremes. Ear- ability to handle one. Just be
nestness is not enough; you sure of facts and be guided by
must +be sure-footed, know logic.
requirements.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
amiable, industrious and so
1.
1
4
A
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
practical and methodical that
Seek out those hidden or you can
often get ahead where
elusive gems that ARE there for
the road seems completely
the searching. A certain amount
blocked, and others would turn
of daring favored now.
back. You have a fine mind and
VIRGO
- seek out companionship which
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
is intellectually stimulating;
Don't waste time with inefmay take up a unique hobby
fectual motion. You may not
which eventually
proves
have the cooperation or help
remunerative. Don't anticipate
you hoped for hut you can,
trouble or negate your efforts
MUST deal with things as they
through pessimism. Fields in
are.
which you could be especially
LIBRA
successful: Science, writing,
(Sept. 24 to Oct, 23) —
diplomacy, statesmanship,
Distractions and interinstructor in literature or
ruptions may upset regular roulanguages.
tine, but take disturbances with
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR )973 For • personal 140 page
your usual aplomb and a
forecast on nealth, wraith, love and
philosophical attitude. Do your
marriage, send 3100 phis 2S cents in
coin for postage and handling to
own thinking.
Horoscope Book Department, Boo 173,
SCORPIO
OW Chelsea Statfon, Na'. York. N Y
10011, rnentioning 0,15 newspaper
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) -1114F
Print your NAME. ADDRESS *with
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH (to be sure
Be highly optimistic now; you
get the ,gh I forecast tor your
will receive unusual gains soon.
zodiac %WI

04_,)

FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 1, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grA
Planetary stimuli intensify
unrest now. Counter with
peaceful composure. Instigate
reforms if apropos. Do not daily
where vigilance is called for.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 64a
A fine project begun recently
will bog down unless you keep it
in mind, mull over details, plan
a tighter fitting of schedule.
GEMINI
1109
(May 72 to June 21)
Mild planetary influences.
However,day has a lot going for
it, if you will look sharp and
remain alert. YOU can find
openings others miss.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Do not become too deeply
involved in the affairs of others.
If asked for advice, give to the
best of your ability, but don't
press matters. Let them make
their own final decisions.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
The risk of being taken in by
your emotions or by fast-talking
schemers is potent now.
Safeguard your principles and
your assets.
VIRGO
Ip
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A new contact, possibly a
change of scenery or activity
indicated. An excellent time to
renew affectionate ties through
mutual interests and pastimes.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Synchronize endeavors so
that persons working with you
will cooperate in surer fashion.
Crystallize thoughts and ideas
before swinging into action.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) net'
Be aggressive in your drive
for success, but do all with an

doesn't want her walls covered with his hideous pictures?
• Granted, there are worse hobbies Don't tell her to
have him take art lessons; he thinks he knows enough
about painting to teach others. Thank you.
DISGIY§TED IN DULUTH

awareness of proper procedure.
And don't let others dampen
your enthusiasm or optimism.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Stay within reasonable
boundaries. At the same time,
however, attempt whatever you
feel you have the ability to
handle. Sidetrack noiressentials.

)erk-J#

CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Spot any troublesome areas
and tackle them promptly — but
without anxiety. Don't let
ANYTHING get you down.
Stars indicate a possible new
opportunity for advancement.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Make the most of your really
bright ideas and concise, solid
plans for achievement now.
Accentuate positive thinking.
Combine intuition with knowhow.
PISCES
X
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Do not let the unfamiliar keepl
you from accepting it on that
basis alone. Where you
carefully check for flaws and
find none, invite the innovation.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile in your
talents, ambitious for success
and, happily, are endowed with
the persistence and determination to achieve it. Certain
traits could fetter you,
however: moods of despondency and pessimism; also a
tendency to be suspicious of
those with whom you deal;
secretiveness as to your real
aims. Free yourself from these
bonds for, only then, can you
live up to your highest ideals
and potentials. You could be a
brilliant writer, an amusing
raconteur, a scientist of note.
Your fields are almost limitless.
Don't fail yourself. Birthdate
of. Paul Revere, early
American patriot.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY. A neighbor and friend of ours lost his
wife about six months ago. They were a very happy couple
and he took it hard. As a good neighbor and friend of his
wife's. I made a special effort to be nice to him—inviting
him for meals and including him when we had parties.
Maybe I overdid it, but in my eagerness to cheer him up,
he got the wrong idea, and he asked me to meet him alone
some afternoon.
That is the last thing I had in mind, Abby! I quickly told
him I would not consider it. Now, my attitude toward him
has changed. Of course, I'd never tell my husband, but it's
difficult to just suddenly drop him without my husband's
wondering why. We both thought the world of this man.
Should I try to overlook it, and include him? Or do you
think he might mistake my kindness for weakness?
FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR
DEAR NEIGHBOR: Give him another chance. But If
he gets out of line again, tell him off and cool the friendship. 1P. S. Don't you have any unattached women friends
who would enjoy his company?)
DEAR ABBY: I am a le-year-uld girl who loves photography. I have a very good camera, and I hope to make
photography my career one day. My mother and I have
been having this argument and we've decided to let you
settle it.
When I walk down the street, if I see someone who
would make a good subject for a picture, I stop them and
ask if I can take their picture. Most people are happy to
pose for me. 1 have taken pictures of men, women, and
children, but most of my subjects are good-looking young
men between the ages of 18 and 25.
My mom says I am just using the "posing" excuse to
stop strange young men on the street and taJk to them. tl
am NOT!) She says I am asking for trouble and it is not
ladylike to approach strangers.
Please don't suggest that I take pictures of buildings
and statues and things like that I like people!
JO
DEAR JO: I think your mother is right. If you were
interested In photography, you would photograph the lined.
careworn faces of the aged, and the Innocence of the children, and the beauty of nature . . not the handsome faces
of young men between 18 and 25.
DEAN ABBY: My daughter's husband thinks he is
Van Gogh And insists upon hanging his less than mediocre
"works of art" all over their lovely home.
He is a self-taught artist, and his painting is very bad.
They look worse than homemade 'paint-by-numbers" work.
How can my daughter tactfully tell her husband she

DEAR DISGUSTED: If your daughter were to ask me
bow to tactfully tell her husband she doesn't want her walls
covered with his "hideous pictures," I'd try to help her. In
the meantime, It's HER house and HER problem.

For .1bby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send 81 to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069.

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

BIG K

Will be OPEN NEW YEAR'S DAY,
January 1, 1973, from 12:00 til 6 p.m.
We will be CLOSED ALL DAY
TUESDAY, January 2, for Inventory.

PAPER TOWELS
New Year's
Big K Reg. 47'

Day Only

3/s 1

SUITS
Now 45.00-57.00
Now 60.00-69.00
Now 81.00-87.00

100.00-115.00
135.00-145.00

SPORT COATS
40.00--65.00
70.00-85.00
90.00-105.00

Now 25.00-39.00
Now 42.00-50.00
Now 54.00-63.00

DRESS SHIRTS

SHOES

8.50-10.00

Now 5.10-6.00

19.00-20.00
21.00-25.00

11.00-13.50

Now 6.60-8.10

28.00-33.110

14.00-18.00

Now 8.40-10.80

Now 1 2 price
Now :10 per cent off
Now 40 ii-or-erritp-eff

SLACKS

Per
15.00-20.00
21.00-25.00
26.00-36.00

Open Daily 9:00 to 5:30
One Group of
SUITS and SPORT COATS
at Prices you will have to
see to believe!

iguritinglytm igag,
Dixieland Center

Murray,Kentucky

JE

GALA TWIN PACK

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR BARGAINS BUCKINGHAM-RAY IS THE PLACE TO SHOP!!
75.00-95.00

THE
DO

COME AT AGALLOP
to this

40 per cent off
30 per cent off
30 per cent off
30 per cent off
1 2 or less

Exciting F
Thousands
Fall and V

Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write le
ABBY. BOX 69700, L. A., CALIF. 90469 and enclose a
stamped. addressed envelope.

JANUARY CLEARANCE

SWEATERS

Let Him

CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: Have a very
Happy New Year. And if you're drinking—don't drive—so
others will also have a very happy New Year.
Love and Peace,
ABBY

‘IslonaSsessillausamssmillall

Velours
Sleeveless
Valeck
U-neck
Some
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Now 9.110-12.00
Now 12.60-15.00
Now 15.60-21.60

One Group of

SLACKS
at

$5.00

QU
1
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HANCOCK FABRICS
Let Him Have TV—We've Got A Game For You!!
Exciting Fashion Fabrics, at Big Savings (that's the Name of the Game)!!
Thousands of yards specially priced for this Annual Sell-A-Bration.
Fall and Winter goods to clear. Specially-priced New Spring Fabrics, too!

ALL DAY
MONDAY
Bring A Friend, We'll
Have A Ball!!

a very
riVe-80

Peace,
ABBY
write Ss
lose a

edding,"

Prices Good
All Week

ENTIRE STOCK

Our Entire Stock

Polyester
Double Knits

While They Last

JERSEY PRINTS
BROCADES
QUILTED FABRICS -

FREE '1298
ELECTRIC SCISSORS
With '30°' Purchase

/
1
2 Off

Woolman Knits

Sweater Knits'
Off
1/

Everything Has To Go!!

The Manufacturer of "Alley Cat" Sportswear
•Sweater Knits •Shrink Top Knit •Single Knits
•Gabardines
•Double Knits

/
1
20ff

Entire Stock

Fall Sportswear

1111--12,00
.641-15.4111
5.641-2E60

yard

Close
Outs!

Angora

Fantastic
Entire

•All 45" Wide
•All Perm -Press
•Val. to '3.98 yd.

8

Entire Stock

Cutting

Boards

•39'/2" 74"
•Printed Bias Lines
•Surface Marked in 1"
Squares
•Protects Table Tops

•Milliken "Woodlyn Shag"
•Chatams "Woven Polyester"
•Schlang "Wool Blend Coordinates"
•Stevens "1120"
•Stevens "Hockanum Classics"
'.98 yd.
•Val. too

each

Reg.
'3.98 ea.

1 Yard
$93

Lily Thread
Yard

WALL SALE
11/
7 Attorked
„,
Price

Included Are Such Fabrics As:
• Ribless Corduroy • Suede CIO) • Velveteen • Sweater Knits
• Crushed Velvet • Flocked Velvet

Hurry, the Best are First to go!

Washable

ACRYLICS and WOOL
BLENDS

$1 29

v• 22 Colors vi 325 Yd. v Reg. 60' ea.
No Limit

Door Buster!

2;

LOOK OF WOOL

Spool

ACRYLIC DOUBLE KNIT

One Wall of Fabrics Will Be

Sold at

98

•Famous Brand Names
•Current Season Styling
•Values to '11.98 yd.

FREE '5.98 Electric Scissors with
15.00 Purchase

Emil Katz

•"Kettle Cloth" Prints & Solids
•"Nubby Dan River" Plaids & Solids
•Avondales "Beat Denim"
•Sylvan Looms Screen Prints
•Rosewood Acrylic Challis
•Galy & Lord "Tarpoon Plaids"
•Klopman "Trigger Prints"
•Loom Skill "Celebrity" Prints

Plenty of Parking
Extra Sales People
Big Selection

Fantastic Savings

of the Year
DON'T MISS 471

a

9t116
Don't Miss It!

F B
THE BIG EVENT

DAY,
16 p.m.
AY
ventory.

SATURDAY—DECEMBER 30, 197::

HANCOCK
FABRICS
Cardinal Point Shopping Center

• SOLIDS & FANCIES
• MACHINE WASH
• TUMBLE DRY
• 60" WIDE
• VAL to '6.98 yd.

Paduca

y.

$1 98
Yard

1972
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WAN T-ADS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .

City Ordinance
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53-1916

Call
753-19

City Ordinance
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Sell It With A Classified Ad

FOR SALE
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured andt irwtalleety
thins Gutter Installation,
urray, phone 753-8407 or 753January25C

SALE
Pianos & Organs
BALDWIN
KIMBALL
We've got the finest
selection and best prices.

Prices Start at

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Carl R. Howard
Roofing Company

$4440°

•Latest equipment available.
•15 & 20 Year Built-Up Roofs.
•Free Estimates - Terms Arranged
•Installation and Repair.
•Most Reasonable Prices in the 4-State Area.

CONRAD'S
Pianos it Organs
Paducah, Ky.
619 Bwy,
Ph. 443-6453
1964 FORD GALAXIE XL. Motor
and transmission like new. Phone
753-6637.
TFC

•Locally owned to guarantee you prompt service

FIBERGLASS PANELS, name
trend factory seconds, ideal for
patios, carports, storage houses,
fences, trailer skirts, as low as .08
per square foot. Plexiglas for
storm windows, doors, and
combine cabs, as low as .50 per
square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage
901-587-2420, Martin, Tenn. Open
6 days a week. 25 selections of
paneling from $2.85 to $7.90 per
sheet. New and used money safes
D:10C
for sale.

753-0176

IF NO ANSWER CALL
Cu!
Bobby Marshall

753-4823

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

tfnc

489-2166

(i/2 Mile North of Murray)

1215 Diuguid Drive

FIREWOOD, $12.00 per rick,
delivered. Phone 437-4548. D30C

1
I
I
i

?e,spbe,y

has many of their
I
UNIQUE
HANDCRAFTED
GIFTS at
10% Off
.14
1119 No. Arcadia

1971

HONDA CI3100

Yr N. 4th

NEW AND used cutters, 4', 5',
and 6', lift type or pull type.
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. ITC
REGISTERED BLACK labrador
retriever, one year old. Three
white toy poodles, registered,
eight weeks old. Phone 7536345.
J3C
ADAMS HARD surfaced plow
points. Also regular plow points,
to fit most plows. Chisel plow
points, cultivator shovels and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
ITC

PEST CONTROL
AVERAGE HOME sprayed fol.
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
_contract required.
Superior Exterminating;
Company.Phone 753Januaryl1C
7266.

NOTICE

One Used and One New

Great Gift!!

The Calloway County Assessment Books
will be open January 2, through March 1 for
listing tangible and intangible property for
county and state taxes in accordance with
Kentucky Revised Statutes 133-125(2).

202 So. 4th Street
Phone 753-3263
H you prefer a man to help you with your real estate needs,
call WAYNE WILSON 753-5086; DON NANNY, 753-9912,
LARRY WRIGHT, 753-6883; or BILL ADAMS, 753-5657
Or if you prefer a saleslady, call LORPITA JOBS 7534079
***************Sit********
H
ES FO Ybi IN
s THE CITY
THREE BEDR
, central heat and air

Charles E. Hale
Property Valuation Adm.
Calloway County

CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR, four bedrooms, two baths on
one level, three bedrooms, one bath on the other. Will accept
other property on trade.

SERVICES OFFERED

Miss Your Paper

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
TFC
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.

MUST SELL!- $250.00
5Afp
p.m.
t
•

Year End

Clearance Sale
All makes & models Furnaces
Couches & Chairs
Refrigerators & Stoves
Washers & Dryers
Black Leather Lounge Chair
Cottage Cabin
Storage Builqngss(various sizes)
iNnefte Sets
Gun Case (holds 6 guns).

Come By, Check the Bargains!
BILL'S
MOBILE HOME REPAIR
Almo, Ky.
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753-0880

Mrs. Loretta Jobs, real estate salesman, is presenting Mrs
Grace Robbins a check for her property which was listed 13),
WILSON REALTY. Property was sold through Multiple
Listing of which WILSON REALTY is a member. We wish
Mrs. Robbins much success and happiness as she leaves
Murray for New Mexico.
*********30t****************
FULL SERVICE OFFER
************11g************
1. We list and sell you, property
2. We locate other property for you.
3. We assist you with your financial obligations.
4. We issue mortgage protection to cover your loan.
5. We Insure your property.
6. Finally, we auction your excess personal property,
YOU CAN FIND THIS ONE-STOP SERVICE FOR
PROPERTY IN MURRAY ONLY AT

Wilson Insurance
and
Estate
Real
Member of Multiple L isting

Property Assessment Book
To Open For Listing

THE CRAFT House will be closed
New Years day,'and January 2
FOR ALL your additions1TC
for inventory.
remodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank estimates. Call 753-6123. • TFC
If You
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
RA 10 REPAIR

FOR SALE

TEN GALLON Meta frame
aquarium, complete with corner
under gravel filter, pump,
heater, and gravel. Never been
used. Reasonably priced. Call
753-9517 after,4 00 p.m.
J3C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

753-6091

RADIO, TELEVISION,

.LECTRIC GUITAR, almost TWO ALUMINUM storm win
1960 INTERNATIONAL Metro rand new, and small amplifier. ows to fit openings 30'2 to 33'2
.00 for both. Phone 753width, 32,2 to 351 2 width. 60-64
mail truck; 1953 Ford pickup
22.
J4C length. Good condition. Phone
electrical truck; Riding garden
53-3202.
1TNC
tractor with plow, disc, cultivator
and mower. Also 30" gas range, VA LOANS, no down payment for
deluxe model. Phone 753-9686.J2C ualified veteran. 12 years to
ay'. Drive on out almost to
larks River Bridge on Beltline.
MAN-O-WAR
nk financing on spot. Bill's
KITCHENETTE SET; table and
(Ibile
Homes,
3900
South
TRUCK CAMPER
six chairs, Good condition. Phone
Mine Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
753-2293 after 3:00 p.m.
J2P
1972 Model, sleeps 4. gas or
43-6150.
1)30C electric refrigerator, gas
SEARS 36" white gas range,
stove, pressurized water
3100,00 or best offer. Phone 753- THREE BEDROOM double- system,portable commode.
ide only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile Plenty
7855 after 4:30 p.m.
TFC
of storage space. Call
'
onies, South Beltline Highway, 753-8177 or see
Craig Banks,
MAPLE BOOKCASE bunk beds, aducah,Ky. Phone 443Mayfield Highway.
D30C
excellent condition. Phone 753- 6150.
3110.
J3C EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, ONE 1952 FORD tractor with
economical, Blue Lustre carpet equipment. , one bush hog, one
NEW AND used tractor tires. cleaner.Rentelectric shampooer grader blade and one 19586 OldTractor flats rep
aired. -SpeerIPTITOO: 13u r, Beiaire- Shopping smobile four door sedan. Call
• service. Vinson Tractor Corn- Center.
J2P
D3o9C 489-2416, after 5:00 p.m.
pony. Phone 753-4892.
ITC
USED WHITE Tappan stove,
36",electric. Phone 753-2623. J3C

NOTICE

MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

• Two Helmets

Phone 753-6213

"I'M CHECKING MY GROCERY SHOPPING
LIST AGAINST WHAT MAY BE ,HARMFUL TO
OUR HEALTH."

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Cora! ol, phone 753-3914, 100 Soldh
13th Street. "Every d3y you
ielay lets bugs have their
way.'
TFC,
_

AN..41E1w

Thel
W.id
I

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NEW IN MURRAY

includes bench & delivery

30' ELECTRIC utility pole, both
110 and 220 current boxes. Same
as new. Cheap. Also 1961
Chevrolet pickup, 1 1967 motor,
new rubber. Air conditioner, wide
bed,clean,good truck. Phone 753D30C
1257.

SERVICES OFFERED

757:1916

SPECIALIZES IN WOOD
AND
COMPOSITION ROOFING
OOPER CONSTRUCTION CO
Building and remodeling.
Phone 354-6567

Overbey Appliance Repair
Open 24 hrs. a day
Will make house calls, pick-up
& deliver
Will work on anything small or
large o toasters, mixers,
washers, dryers, ect.)
Will sell used washers &
dryers with a guarantee
Phone 753-0043, if no answer
753-7448 or 753-3619 or 753-1844.

Please Phory‘
Your

1966 FOUR door Chevrolet sedan,
good condition, good tires, air
conditioned,,locally owned Price
$600. Phone 753-1721.
D30C

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

ONE ACRE LOT-two or three bedrooms, dining room, large
kitchen. nice 'rental property or private home
TWO
BEDROOMS DOWN, two up - family room, large kitchen,
appliances included TRANSFERABLE LOAN GIVE US A
BID
THREE BEDROOMS, dining room, carpeted under $7,000
FIVE BEDROOMS, three baths, two fireplaces 1,2 acre lot

Paper Carrier
First

THREE 8EDR011137 tCliatL20(), 2 miles from
Murray

If No Results:
Phone

FOUR BEDROOMS,two baths, carpeted, basement, 3 mile
out

753-1916

FARMS FOR YOU

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
FOR ALL your glass needs call
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Carl Howard Glass Company.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Specializing in commercial and
TFC
753-7625 nights.
auto. Phone 753-0176.
Jl2C
AUTOS FOR SALE

HOMES FOR YOU OUTSIDE OF CITY
FOUR BEDROOMS, LARGE KITCHEN, large lot.

REDUCED-REDUCED 20 acres, price includes mobile home
160 acres - year round water,three bedroom home
*************************
At the end of 1972, we pause,count our blessings, and THANK
YOU,our patrons, for your courtesies and attention extended
to us-Wa ne, Jean, Martha, Loretta,
,
and Bill.

753-7278
NURSE AIDE class; Applications are being accepted for
a nurse aide training class, to be
conducted at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital,
during the month of January,
1973. Applie'ants must have
completed 2 years of high school
and be at least 18 years of age.
Apply at the hospital personnel
office. An equal opportunity
employer.
D30C

BRICK DUPLEX apartment
building, one block from j
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall catpeting, panel walls, lokItyv
of closet space and built-111'7"-th essei s. 45'x140.. Each apart.
1968 FORD LTD station wagon,
63 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel II
living room, bedroom,
power brakes, power steering.
it, timber, tobacco barn, stock kitchen and bath with shower.
air conditioned, automatic
I.rn, rental house, pasture, and
FREE
Well insulated with rockwool in
tranSiniSSIon. 1971 Chrysler New
op land, dark fire tobacco, corn the ceiling, storm doors and
ESTIMATE
I.se. only $26,000, call owner, windows.
Yorker, fully' equipped. Extra
Good investment
clean. Phone 753-7370 after 5:00
ayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC property for only $25,500.00.
p.111.
D3OP
Including two electric table top
hoot water heaters, 2 electric
The
Place
To
5.000-245
ACRES,
Be
located
on
the
753-0961
1969 CORVETTE coupe 350-300
electric
2
and
stoves
oId
Road.
Murray-Paris
Apautomatic. Air, tape player, side
I NEW YEAR'S EVE
refrigerators. Also furnished
100
acres
roximately
tillable.
pipes, luggage rack, new tires,
lFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, 'contact Moody Realty Company.o with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
low mileage. $3200.00. Phone 753GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
P.O. Podx, Paris, Tenn. or 8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
0046 or 753-7530 after 6:00 put.
10:45 a.m. & 5 p.m. write 901-642-5093.
Installation or rework. No job to(
D30C veil'year. Shown by appointment
phone
.15C
big or too small. Call for estimate
-1 only.,Phone John Pasco, Jr., 7531E2 CHRYSLER New Yorker 436-2159, Jim.
January4
TFNC
FIVE ACRES, located on Ken- 7278. 1.
MUSIC
V. - •
Ai door hardtop, full power and
tucky Lake, 400' water frontage.
air conditioned. 7,000 actual
Sal( price $12,000. House in- INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
miles. Lists for $606.00, sell for I
Music Lessons
cluded. Contact Moody Realty Two bedroom furnished house
The Place To Be
Professional teachers of
J5P
$4200.00. Phone 753-2720.
Company, . Write P.O. Box 615, with living room, kitchen, utility
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
/ accordion,
NEW YEAR'S EVE
I
Paris, Tenn. or phone 901-642- room and bath, paneled walls,
drums and band
MUST SELL! 1967 Pontiac, air
instruments J & B Music
D30C electric heat, storm windows and
IFIRST
_5093.
BAPTIST
CHURCH!
conditioned, automatic tranCenter, Murray, Ky 753
storm doors, newly painted.
7575
smission, power steering and L10:45 a.m. & 5z
.m.
BEAUTIFUL YEAR around Large lot 93'2'x140'. Now renting
brakes. Phone 7534293.
J31
cottage, located on Cypress for $100.00 per month. Priced for
TAINING-Repair- Creek. Fireplace, two bedrooms,
PIANO
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- boat dock, 190' water frontage. quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kitvice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt Sale price 827,500. Contact chen table, with chairs, electric
piano's for sale. Ben W. Dyer, Moody Realty' Company Write
stove, electric refrigerator.
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- P.O. Box 615, Paris, Tenn or Shown by appointment only.
F2C phone 901-642-5093.
8911.
D343C.,4 Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753'TFNC
12 ROOM Brick Colonial man- 7278.
Pianos-Organs
sum,, on 42 acres in Dukedom.
See why more people buy
Tennessee, with over '2 mile of
Department store chain operating in
Wurlitzer than any other
highway frontage. $27,500.00. BY OWNER; four bedrooit.
Sales-Seryice-Rentai
Indiana, Kentucky. and Tennessee. Seeking
piarto
32(' lhome, with large den, large
Phone 1912)776-5397.
Purchase. Practice piano and
Manager Trainees, experience preferred
tprivate patio, large utility room,
studios JAB Music Center,
•
Murray, Ky_ 753•7575
FOR SALE OR RENT
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
but not necessary, ample starting salary
'garbage disposal, Close to Carter
depending on Education and Experience,
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
many company benefits. Send resume to
BanklleoaSe
t°
n ahrab
ilablP
eritced
o right
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered 12'x60' ALL ELECTRIC trailer,
Box 32L care of Ledger & Times.
craftsman Piano Technician on large private lot. Phone 753- person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
TFC 4534.
Guild.
TFC
J3C 753-6342 nights.
1969 FORD Ranger, 12 ton pickup
truck. Can be seen at 603 South
4th Street or phone 753-8986
between 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. J4C

Shop at Home

Bill Houghton

r

I

WANTED
Manager Trainees

EAUTIFUI,LOT for immediate
uilding. Sharp St. near city park
hopping center, city school
ospital, university. Phone 6069-2494.
TFC

••

Rev. Keith Names Ministers To
Serve In Key '73 Group Phases
Rev. Darrell Keith, Key '73 ways and new places.
Phase VI will be headed by
Chairman of the MurrayCalloway Counts'Counts' Ministerial Rev. Charles Timberlake of St.
Association, announces the John's Baptist Church during
completion of chairman for the the Fall of 1973 focusing on the
various phases of Key-43 for the commitment of all Christians to
faithful discipleship.
remainder of 19'73.
Keith had already announced
Keith named Rev. Martin
Mattingly of St. Leo's Catholic that Rev. Jerrell White of the
Church to head up Phase HI Memorial Baptist Church will
which focuses on intense serve as chairman of Phase II
which kicks off in February
periods of ( lay ministry
primarily dun?* Lent. Phase emphasizing the Holy Bible as
IV is to be chaired by Charles the Word of God, and featuring
a plan to put a Luke-Acts
Guthrie, of First United
Methodist Church, emphasizing scripture portion in every home
in Calloway County.
the Youth and. will cover the
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
summer months calling for
also reports that the Religious
creative evangelism to bring
Census Telephone Survey
the continent to new life.
Phase V will be led by Rev. Committee of Phase I will be
announcing the dates of the
James F. Garrett of Oak Grove
survey very shortly and making
Presbyterian
Cumberland
Church, and offers plans to lift the assignments to the various
churches.
up the preached word in new

Ford Not Satisfied
With Federal Aid To
Sanctified Hill Area
CUMBERLAND, Ky.( AP) —
Gov. Wendell Ford says he
feels the state has done all it
could to help 150 victims of a
massive land slide here but he
was not satisfied with the speed
of federal efforts.
Ford made the comment Friday after making a personal visit of the site where a mass of
earth up to 400 yards wide in
places has slowly been sliding
down Sanctified Hill since Dec.
14.
Somewhat earlier, federal officials had announced that mod-

Mrs. Cecil Baker's
Funeral Services
To Be Held Today
Funeral services for Mrs.
Cecil ( Bobbie) Baker of Murray
Route Two will be held today at
3:30 p.m, at the chapel of the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Bro. Henry- Hargis and
Bro. Ralph Reaves officiating.
Music will be by the
congregation of the Loiowater
Church of Christ where she was
a member.

ular homes would be attached
Ii a public housing developtilent here as temporary homes
for the 150 persons forced out
of 17 homes on the slide surface. But that housing will not
be available until around Jan.
15.
Ford noted as well that the
displaced persons still would
have to pay rent at the public
housing development whereas
most of the families had owned
their own homes on the hillside.
The slide had slowed again
Friday, but would be moving
again with a new rainfall, Cuniberland Mayor Darrell Roberts
told Ford. Roberts and a small
group of local officials and
nearby residents went along as
Ford walked around the slide
area.

Two homes on the lower edge
of the slide, which began Dec.
14, were pushed over the slide
Thursday to be demolished before they tumbled down a 50foot cliff onto other homes in
the valley. Part of a third home
already has broktn off and the
structure will have to be torn
down as well if the slide resui»es, Roberts said.
Pallbearers will be Darrell
Incongruously, the owner of a
Brandon, Howard Darnell, - house on the valley floor almost
Delbert Newsome, Leslie in the shadow of one of those to
Douglas, Ronnie Hanel!, and be demolished was busily
Dan Bazzell.
painting his home Friday. Local
Interment will be in the residents said that owner,
Coldwater Cemetery with the Drexwell Henry, was selling the
arrangements by • the J.H. home.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Ford and a few aides and
Mrs. Baker, age 34, died newsmen scrambled half-way
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. She was up the slide surface to survey
born November 10, 1938, in its damage, including a fiveCalloway County and was the foot-wide gash in a city street
daughter of Relda Watson and where the earth split away.
Kathleen Bazzell Watson.
In addition to the 17 homes
Survivors are her husband, sitting on the slide surface,
Cecil Baker,one daughter, Julie Roberts said another 40 homes
Ann Baker, and one son, Steve are without water because of
Baker, all at home; parents, broken lines caused by the
Mr. and Mrs. Relda Watson of slide.
Mayfield Route Seven near
U.S. Rep. Tim Lee Carter, a
Coldwater; grAndparents, Mr. Republican from
and Mrs. Gernie Bazzell of Topipkinsville, visisted the area
Murray Route One; great earlier Friday-and told local ofgrandmother, Mrs. Ophelia ficials he would do all he could
Bazzell of Farntington, Route to have the site declared a disOne.
aster area.
Ford
twice
has sent
telegrams to President Nixon,
on Dec. 18 and Dec. 22, asking
for the designation as a disaster area 56 as to qualify the
Dr. Eldon A. Byrd of Union victims for federal financial assistance.
University, Jackson, Tenn., will
He said officials in the federbe the guest speaker at the 10:50
al Office of Emergency Prea.m. and seven p.m. services at
the Memorial Baptist Church on paredness have indicated that
they felt the problem here was
Sunday. December 31.
-too small" to be declared a
The University teacher will
thsaster area.
be speaking in the absence of
We could have had the modthe pastor, Rev. Jerrell White,
who is conducting a tour of`thilletWar homes now," Ford cornHoly Land. With Rev. White on Mented, "if they <federal offithe tour are his parents, Mr. cials, had recognized the proband Mrs. Thomas White of lem when we first asked for
It.''
E:ddyville, Mrs. Pauline
He said mobile homes for the
Wainscott, Rev. Leon Penick,
victims could have been
Rev. Alvin Y(,rk, and other
brought in within 24 to 48 hours
-persons from the area.
if the federal government had
Sunday School will be held at
9:40 a.m. and Training Union at given the disaster area designation.
six p.m.
Apparently the only help now
Claude Miller of the Martin's
Chapel Road will be serving as available to the families evacuated from their homes is
the deacon of the week.
small
interest loans, Ford said.
The Youth of the church have
He said that Laurel True,
a watchnight service follOwing
the worship services on Sundays who is administrator of the
evening. They will leave the Kentucky Program Developchurch at nine p.m.- for a ment Office and who accombowling session and return to panied Ford Friday, would conthe church, at eleven pm. for tinue to look into that possithe service Until after midnight. bility. True also would see if
Alan McCutehen, minister of health funds could be used to
music will be in charge of the help 'rebuild water and sewer
lines, he added.
service.

Dr. Byrd Will
Be Speaker
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Student Recognition
Sunday Services At
Christian Church
Dr. David C. Roos, minister of
the First Christiaq Church
(Disciples of Christ will be
speaking on the subject, The
Unchanging Christ In A
Changing World" at the 10:45
ani. services on Sunday,
December 31, at the church.
The scripture lesson will be
from Hebrews 13:1-9. Participating in the Student
Recognition Sunday services
will be Kip Clopton, Diana
Boone, Patsy Hopkins, Tresa
t
ind Lynn
McCord, Leah FAcif
Reagan.
John Pasco, Jr., will De the
worship leader and Bailey Gore
and Dr, W(ssifin Hutson will
serve as elders. Candle lighters
will be David Hopkins and Steve
Underwood.
Deacons wilt be Lenvel Yates,
James
Clopton, Herbert
Farris, John Mark Hale, Robert
HopkiasviElyde '- Jones, Benny
Maddox, John PAsco, Jr., Ind
Dr. William Smith. Greeters
will be Mr. and Mrs. Leon Smith
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wainscott.
The flowers on the communion table will be in memory
of Garnett Jones and Mr. and
Mrs. John J. Jones by Mrs.
Garnett Jones, and flowers on
the chancel rail will be in
meniory• of Mrs. Evelyn Pocock
by Johnny Pocock.

Merit System...
(Continued from Page 1)
when the board declined to admit as evidence some polygraph ( lie detector) testimony
offered by Thompson, he
threatened to walk out and denounced the proceedings as
"star chamber" and "kangaroo
court." But after a short recess
Thompson returned to continue
his case.

Murray State Dumps Fairfield
To Advance In Queen Tourney
FA ell Hall Les Taylor sitting
down, Murray University's
basketball team was too much
for tall Fairfield last night.
For the record, Murray won

Funeral Is Sunday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Butler
Rev. Heyward Roberts will
officiate at the funeral services
Sunday at two p.iii. at the
chapel .of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home for Mrs. Louis
(Mal Butler of Alm° Heights.
Interment will be in the Mt.
Carmel Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Chtrchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Mrs. Butler, age 67, died
Friday at 6:45 a.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital. She
was a member of the Spring
Creek Baptist Church. Born
September 10, 1906, in Marshall
County,she was the daughter of
the late Ed Goheen and Ella
Henderson Goheen.
Survivors are her husband,
Louis Butler of Almo
four daughters, Mrs. Dorothy
Pugh of Alm° Heights, Mrs.
Virginia Stroud and Mrs. Betty
Mohundro, both of Murray, and
Mrs. Rosemary Herdman of
Clarksville, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Jewel Rowe of Hardin; one
brother, Arthur Goheen of
Benton; ten grandchildren; five
great grandchildren.

Women Of Oaks Club To
Hold Bridge Session

The women of the Oaks
Country Club will begin their
regular session of bridge on
Wednesday. January 3, at 9:15
a.m. at the club.
Both regular party bridge and
"It was shown that names of duplicate bridge will be played
persons approved by the de- on Wednesday.
partnient's division heads for
Reservations should be made
appointAient from the classified by Tuesday noon by calling the
register were submitted to hostesses, Norma Robertson
Democratic headquarters and 753-3319 or Joyce Thomas 753that they were not always ap- 9442
pointed unless approved by authorized persons in the party
headouarters office." the taersonnet
board said.
_ .
"It was shown that at least
two positions were left vacant
because politically acceptable
applicants were not high
enough on the register
permit their approval forzaPpointment by the Personnel Department, and that at least two new
or temporary positions were
created by the Department of
Economic Security in the first
five months of 1972 in order to
circumvent the requirements of
the register and make certain
persons eligible for appointment.

Students To Take
Part In Services
Methodist Church

University students will be in
charge
of
the
Student
Recognition services at the 8:45
and 10:50 a.m. services on
Sunday. December 31, at the
First United _Methodist Church.
StudentaraSo will give brief
messages will be
Beth
Garrison, Donna Jones, and
Darrell Crawford, according to
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
minister of the church.
The Junior High Youth
"Evidence showed that many Fellowship will nieet at five
new employes in this period p.m. for the election of new
were recommended by Demo- officers. They will join the
cratic headquarters."
Senior High Youth Fellowship
at six p.m. for supper. The
The board slapped 'Verbally
Senior High group will visit
at the state Highway Depart'
shutins after the meal.
ment which it said "has been
obviously disrespectful of the
merit system. Its tactics in securing resignations from politically unacceptable employes
have conic to the attention of
this board as have methods of
The funeral for J. B.
circwnvention the merit system
wilbout attracting formal pro- Trevathan of Murray Route
Four was held this morning at
test."
ten o'clock at the chapel of the
The board accused the high- J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
way agency of using transfers with Rev. Jae.k Jones ofto achieve what it could not le- ficiating.
gally achieve by dismissal, of
Active pallbearers were
soliciting false affidavits, of Porter Farley, Hollis Roberts,
bullying and harassing workers Myron Culp, Jack Dodd, Joe
because of political conflicts Jackson, and Lofton Cathey.
and of being responsible for Honorary pallbearers were
inost of the appeals-coming to members of the Senior Adult
'the board's attention in the list Men's Sunday School Class of
few years.
the Locust Grove Baptist
Ford took office in Decem- Church where he was a
ber, 1971, following the four- Member.
Burial was in the Murray
year Republican administration
with
Cemetery
the
of Gov. I.ouie Nunn.
arrangements by the J. H.
The four colleagues of Board Churchill Funeral Home.
Chairman Enos Swain of DanTrevathan, age 79, died
ville, a Republican, passed a' Thursday at 9:45 a.m. at the
resolution praising Swain for Murray-Calloway Count)'
outstanding public service as a Hospital, Born February 9, 1893,
member and hardening adhe- lie was the son of the late Oscar
rence to nicht 'principles. Trevathan and Alice Guthrie
.Swain's term n expires in a few Trevathan.
days.
The retired. farmer is survived by his wife, Mrs. Otie
Houston Trevathan- of Murray
CHURCH GROUP
The Kathleen Jones Group of
Route Four; one daughter, Mrs.
the First Baptist Church
Edwin ( Robbie). Stamps of
Women will meet at the church
Murray Route Three; une son,
at 6:30 p.m. between the
Ben H. Trevathan of Murray;
fellowship supper at 5:45 p.m. three grandchildren, Steve
aral the prayer service at 7:30 Trevathan, Miss Melissa
Trevathan,and Kim Trevathan.
P.10.

Rites Held Today
For Mr. Trevathan

FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) — so to reporters, adding that any
Gov. Wendell Ford has called legal conflict over such an apthe attention of all affected pointnient would be resolved
stated agencies to the new En- beforehand.
Harris seemingly has run
vironmental Protection Agency
which officially conies into ex- across the obstacle of a saatute
which bans a legislator from
istence next Monday.
The umbrella agency still has assuming a post he and his colno director or administrator, leagues helped create.
but a spokesman said Thursday
The apparent prohibitin applione will be named by the gov- es until one year after the lawernor shortly.
maker's term would have exThe mechanics of the super- pired, which in Harris' case
agency were formulated in would be 1974.
1971. The measure was passed
In an executive order filed
in the regular 1972 legislative late Wednesday, Ford outlined
session,..but the bill was lost the new procedure and organthrough 111 clerical error and ization.
had to be repassed during a
He called on the finance and
subsequent special session
The aim is to strengthen con- personnel commissioners to
trol over all environmental "take ,all necessary' and rematters by centralizing them in quired action to effect the
transfer to the department on
Kelly's 22 points topped one new department.
As a result, the EPA will in- environmental protection of all
Fairfield but Groom and Phil
Rogers added 20 points each. clude the state water and air funds, personnel, equipment,
Murray State will meet pollution control commissions, other resources and outstanding
Canisius, who defeated Kent the solid waste division—all obligations, for the purpose of
State 91-78, in tonight's action. now in the Health Depart- carrying out the powers, duties
ment—plus the Strip Mining and functions delegated to
and Reclamation Division now EPA.
in the Natural Resources DeThe directive applies to all
partment.
reports and records of the
Thomas Harris of Carrollton, agencies
to be absorbed, plus
a former Democratic senator their furniture• and tangible
appointed by Ford months ago property.
as natural resources comThe EPA office will be on the
missioner, is in line to become fifth floor of the new state office building in the capital
EPA chief.
In the new category of $25,000
FRANKFORT, 114. (AP) —
plaza complex.
The governor has all but said
Fifteen state commiisioners re- annually are Elijah Hogge of
Actually, next Monday and
Tuesday will be a state holiday
ceived approval Friday for an- Motor Transportation, Charles
and the EPA's first working
nual salary increases of Holmes of Corrections, Gail
day will be Wednesday, Jan. 3.
Huecker of Economic Security,
thousands of dollars each.
The exact amounts were not Ewart Johnson of Parks, Cattle
immediately known because the Lou Miller of Personnel John
release from the office of Gov. Ross of Revenue and Thomas
Wendell Ford arrived in press Preston, the public information
Jack Morris 618 Broad Street,
row at the Capitol after closing commissioner and press secreMurray, succumbed Friday at
hours and the information could tary to the governor.
Regular services will be held
In the $'22,500 annual category eleven a.m. at the Murray- Sunday, Deceinber 31, at 10:45
not be obtained from the perCalloway
County
Hospital. His a.m. and five p.m. at
are Adjutant Gen. Richard Frysonnel department.
the First
tire. Commerce Commissioner death followed an extended Baptist Church
The release was made as
with the pastor,
state eniployes began a four- Dailion Harrison, Insurance
Rev. Richard E. Walker,
Survivors
include
two speaking at both
day New Year holiday, during C(IIIIIllissioner
Harold
services.
which all offices will be closed. McGuffey, Public Safety Coin- brothers, Rupert Morris of
Special music at the morning
The statement from Ford niissioner William Newman, Lakeland, Fla., and Ivo Morris service will be a duet by Rev.
said all the salary raises are at Child Welfare Commissioner of Westview Nursing Home, and Mrs. Walker, and a solo by
least $2,500 yearly below the Evans Tracy, and Labor Com- Murray.
Mrs. Allen Small. Tte Adult
Funeral arrangements are
maximum allowed by a law missioner James Yocum.
Choir, directed by W. `Rudolph
Lagging behind all the others incomplete pending the arrival Howard,
passed in the 1972 General Asminister of music, will
sembly-. but the current sala- with an indeterminate increase of his brother from Lakeland.
have title Choral Call to Worship
ries of the beneficiaries were to $18,000 a year is state librarThe Max Churchill Funeral and
the Choral Response.
not given.
Home will be in charge of the
ian Margaret Willis.
The ordinances of Baptism
The governor said in the re- arrangements.
The new salary schedule
and The Lord's Supper will be
ranges as high as $28,000 a lease that a 1971 study comobserved at the evening seryear for Don Bradshaw, who paring compensation for top
vices. Special music by the
used to be known as finance government officials with simAdult Choir will be the songs,
ilar positions in private enterconimissioner.
"Blessed Redeemer" and
Under the beginnings of prise showed the annual state
"Here at Thy Table, Lord."
reorganization he is secretary rare to be 35 per cent less than
Sunday School will be held at
to the cabinet and also heads the general business scale.
9:30 a.m. and Church Training
the new department of Finance
"There is continuing difficulat six p.m.
and administration.
ty' in obtaining and retaining
The Senior High Youth Group
Although the news release qualified individuals for key poWord has been received here
will have a New Year's Eve
said the salary increases were sitions," thelgovernor said in of the death of Miss Mattie Sue
party' at the Youth Center on
for
"sonic"
departmental the statement, "because the Trousdale, former
critic Sunday at seven p.m.
heads, 15 were listed.
cold, hard fact is they can teacher for the fourth grade at
make more money elsewhere." Murray Training School, who
The release cited the resigna- died the first of December at
tion last week of banking Com- McKendree Manor United
missioner Lenvil Hall, who be- Methodist home for the retired
came president of a Florida in Smith County, Tenn.
(Cootlnued from Page 1)
bank and said his decision was
Miss Trousdale taught at
"The Lord's Day" will be the
the pilot,.no explosion and al- based largely on economics.
Murray Training School as
subject of the sermon by Bro.
most no warning before the
State
Murray
critic teacher for
Roy Beasley, Jr.; at the 10:40
plane hit.
for thirty years before her
a.m. services on Sunday.
-The plane was flying fine,"
retirement twenty years ago.
December 31, at the Seventh
Siminerio said. "We just went
Prior to teaching at Murray she
and Poplar 'Church of Christ.
down slightly and then came
taught in Smith County', Tenn.
Steve Gough will read the
back up. I thought nothing of it.
While in Murray, Miss
scripture
The next thing I knew we hit."
froi» Revelation 1:10.
home
on
Trousdale had her
The plane slanuned into a
North 16th Street, where the Prayers will be led by' Carillon
marsh about 300 yards off the
Kappa Alpha fraternity at Graham and Larry Evans.
The evening services at the
Tainiaini Trail, a state highway.' The funeral services for Mrs. Murray State now has as its
that cuts across the Everglades Lois Waterfield will be held house. Miss Trousdale was a church have been changed to
from Miami to Florida's west today at two p.m. at the chapel
five p.m. with the sermon by
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral past president of the Woman's Bro. Beasley to be "Happy New
coast.
Society of Christian Service of
Despite its nearness to the Home with Bro. Roy Beasley, the First Methodist Church, Year." Stafford Curd will read
road, the wreckage was acces- Jr., of Murray and Bro. Dean Murray, where
she also taught the scripture. Ted Allen Howard
sible only by helicopter, swainp Crutchfield of Trnenton, Tenn., a
and Larry Wyatt will lead in
Bible class.
..
officiating.
buggies and shallowalraft airprayers.
had
Miss
been
Trousdale
a
Pallbearers will be A. W.
boats driven by airplane pro• Announcements will be by
resident
Of
McKendree
Manor
Simmons,- Jr., Frank Albert
pellors.
Johnny Bohannon and the song
Stubblefield. T. Sledd, H. Glenn home for eight years. She was a service will be led by Josiah
In Washington, a Federal Doran. Robert 0. Miller, and native of Smith County, Tenn.,
and a daughter of the late Darnall.
Aviation Administration spokes- Jini Ed Diuguid.
man said the crash was the
Interment will be in the Hazel Thomas and Della McDearman
first fatal accident involving a Cemetery
,with
the Trousdale. She was a graduate
Boeing 747, Douglas DC10 or an arrangements by the J. H. of Peabody College, Nashville,
1.1011, the nea? generation of Churchill Funeral Home where Tenn., and is survived by a
sister, Mr.D.T. McDonald of
jumbo jets.
friends may call.
Eastern has 10 of the 1.1011s,
Starting Jan. 4th
Mrs\ Waterfield, age 87, died Nashville, Tenn., and several
which cost ;15 million each. Thurs
at one p.mmi. after nieces and,nephews.
at
The maiden flight of the three- being stri ken with an apparent
Funeral and burial services
engine trait was on Nov. 16. heart at ck at her home at 602 were held in Gordonsville in
Closed Wednesd
1970, and Eastern put the Main Street. She was a member Smith County, Tenn.
planes into commercial service of the Seventh and Poplar
only last summer.
Church of Christ and was still
Flight 401 disappeared from actively engaged in the
the Miami airport's air-traffic- Woodmen Insurance field as an
control radar at 11:42 p.m. executive. She wat also a forEST, the FAA's Don Byers (1 wr school teacher.-said. Visibility was 10 miles,
Born in Tobacco in Calloway
and there were only scattered County on October 7, 1885, she
light clouds at 2,000 feet.
•was the daughter, of the late
A 10-tnember investigating John William Burton and Alice
team was dispatched ni the Willis Burton.
scene within hours of the crash
The Murray woman is surby the National Transportation
vived by one son, Fortner Lt.
Safety Board in Washington.
Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield of
• The pilot was Capt. Robert A. Frankfort; one sister, Mrs.
FIRESIDE ASST.
Loft, who had been flying for John ( Mavis i Gibbs of Murray
Eastern since Sept. 20, 1940. Of Route Four; three grand12-oz. bag
the airline's sonic 4,000 flight , children, Mrs. Robert (Rose
officers, he had seniority No. Gayle) Hardy, Harry Lee
Big K Reg. New Year's
50.
Waterfield,Jr., and Mrs. Nancy
f bag
MI of the 13 crew members W. Dudgeon; five dela grandDay Only 1 O;
39' bog
were from Miami.
children.

the (aiwiling g,aine of the Queen
City Tournament 88-83. But
more importantly, . coach Cal
Luther's team did it with its
star, the 6-foot-3 Taylor, out of
the g,anie with his fifth foul the
final three minutes, 42 seconds.
Taylor fired in 28 points
against the taller Fairfield
team before fouling out with
3:42 to go in the game and
Murray leading just 80-77.
Before Fairfield could get back
into the lead. Murray hiked the
advantage to 84-77 and Fairfield
never threatened.
Murray nearly broke it open
in the first half, three times
running up leads of 12 points
before Ray Kelly and George
Groom began hitting from the
outside for Fairfield.
Fairfield chopped away at the
Murray lead, and by halftime
trailed just 45-40.1
Taylor jumped in two quick
baskets to start the second half,

and Murray was 00 its way to a
12-point bulge that it held until
13:40 remained when'Fairfield
pulled to within three points at
57-54. Taylor, Marcelous Starks
and Mike Coleman opened the
lead again, though, and it
wasn't until Taylor,fouled out
that Fairfield pulled back to
within three points.
The victory left Murray with
a 5-2 record and a berth in
tonight's 9 p.m final. Fairfield
is now 4-2.
Taylor's 28 points led Murray,
but Coleman and Starks alded
16 and 15 points, respectively.
Starks' 15 rebounds gave
Murray a 45-26 edge in that
department.

State Commissioners
Given Salary Hikes

Jack Morris
Expires Friday

Regular Services
At Local Church

Former Teacher At
Training School

Succumbs At Home

Sermon Topics Are
Listed For Sunday

Plane Crash...

Mrs. Waterfield's
Services Will Be
Held Here Today

WATCH OUT!:
for the SALE

CORN-AUSTIN

BIG K

Will be OPEN NEW YEAR'S DAY,
January 1, 1973, from 12:00 til 6 p.m.
We will be CLOSED ALL DAY
TUESDAY, January 2, for Inventory.

COOKIES

-

:-.100•44
I

Environmental Protection
Agency Official Monday

.•

